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This invention relates to random access accounting machines, and, more particularly, to magnetic recording machines capable of storing large quantities of data wherein direct access to each record of stored information can be obtained immediately.

It has been common practice in accounting machines to store data in magnetic recording tracks of rotating drums or in magnetic tapes; however, ordinarily such data can only be read out from storage in preselected sequence. In the present invention the memory component is able to refer at random directly to any storage location and quickly read out the information of that location under control of specific external addresses.

In the preferred embodiment of the invention herein described, a machine is provided having multiple access magnetic storage upon a plurality of magnetic discs for quickly reading and writing recorded card information recorded in a specific location of one of the discs where the read-out mechanism proceeds directly to the record selected without a systematic scan of all the discs.

Very briefly, the machine utilizes a rotating shaft upon which are mounted a plurality of magnetic discs spaced from one another sufficiently so that a magnetic transducer can be moved theretofore between for counting to record or to read data at a plurality of positions corresponding to predetermined circular tracks on each side of each disc. More than one transducer may coact with a specific track at a time so that the same data may be read out from the memory at different space locations and at different time intervals. For each transducer coacting with the discs there is provided an access mechanism responsive to address instructions to position its respective transducer at the appropriate disc location upon a selected track. Each access is capable of placing its associated transducer upon any track of any disc regardless of whether or not another access has already placed its transducer upon the same track of the same disc.

The operation may be compared with the manner in which skilled operators select cards from a card file index. Essentially, the complete device consists of a magnetic storage unit including a plurality of rotatable magnetic discs, an input-out device comprising a printing punch capable not only of punching and printing record cards, but also sensing perforated record cards, and control circuits.

The primary object of this invention is to provide a memory device of high storage capacity having rapid random access to any storage location.

It is a further object of this invention to provide a magnetic memory device utilizing multiple magnetic discs mounted on a common shaft wherein a single magnetic transducer may coact with more than one magnetic disc.

Another object of this invention is to provide a magnetic memory device utilizing a plurality of magnetic tracks wherein a single magnetic transducer may coact with more than one track.

Still a further object is to provide a magnetic storage device having a plurality of recording media wherein a magnetic transducer is positioned with respect to any one of the media in accordance with an analog voltage corresponding to the identity of the media.

It is another object of this invention to provide a mag-

netic memory device capable of multiple random access to stored data.

Another object of the invention is to provide a magnetic storage device wherein the magnetic transducers are continually movable from record to record. It is a still further object of this invention to provide a magnetic memory having multiple recording heads independently capable of random access to stored data.

A further object is to provide a magnetic memory device having removable discs for dead storage.

Still another object of this invention is to provide a magnetic memory wherein the magnetic transducers for write-in and read-out of data are automatically moved to specific write-in and read-out positions in response to address instructions.

Other objects of the invention will be pointed out in the following description and claims and illustrated in the accompanying drawings, which disclose, by way of example, the principle of the invention and the best mode which has been contemplated of applying that principle.

In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a pictorial view of the principal components of a machine incorporating the invention.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the functional operation of the invention.

FIGS. 3 and 4 are diagrammatic views of the basic magnetic disc storage component of the invention, including access mechanism which is necessary to position magnetic transducers for coaction with the magnetic recording media.

FIGS. 5a and 5b are diagrammatic views of the access mechanism and controls therefor pertaining to the mechanism of FIGS. 3 and 4.

FIG. 6 is a schematic view of a theoretical storage track of which 100 such tracks are provided upon each side of each magnetic recording disc.

FIG. 7 is a schematic view of the storage track as actually used in the preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 8 is a tabular illustration of the address location obtained from a record card input and the functional selection resulting therefrom.

FIG. 9 is a perspective view of the principal mechanical components of the magnetic memory or storage unit.

FIG. 10 is a rear view of the upper structure of FIG. 9, showing the access control mechanism for both disc-to-disc and track-to-track selection.

FIG. 11 is a sectional view of FIG. 10 along the lines 11—11 showing the track-to-track access mechanism in more detail.

FIG. 12 is a perspective view along the Z-axis with reference to lines 12—12 of FIG. 10 illustrating the detent arrangement of the disc-to-disc access mechanism.

FIG. 13 is a schematic view of the cable drive for the combined disc-to-disc and track-to-track access mechanism.

FIG. 14 is an exploded view of the magnetic disc assembly.

FIG. 15 is a perspective view of the track-to-track access mechanism showing some of the more detailed construction of the device.

FIGS. 16—19 inclusive are arranged as shown in FIG. 17a and disclose detailed circuit diagrams of the servomechanism for controlling both the track-to-track and disc-to-disc access mechanism.

FIGS. 20a, 20b, 20c and 20d, taken together and arranged as indicated in FIG. 20, constitute a wiring diagram of the record card punch utilized herein.

FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram of one of the rode matrices of the invention.

FIGS. 22a and 22b, taken together, comprise a schematic diagram of the relay storage unit.
FIGS. 23a and 23b, taken together, comprise a schematic diagram of several of the control circuits of the present invention.

FIG. 24 is a schematic diagram of the clock pulse amplifier.

FIGS. 25 and 25a are schematic diagrams of certain of the control circuits utilized herein.

FIG. 26 is a schematic diagram of the read-write circuits.

FIG. 27 is a schematic diagram of the shift register.

FIG. 28 is a schematic diagram of a recorder for recording information read from the shift register.

FIG. 29 is a schematic diagram of the locater circuits.

FIG. 30 through 51 are schematic diagrams of various electronic components utilized throughout the machine of the invention.

FIGS. 52a, 52b and 52c, taken together, comprise a sequence chart for indicating the sequence of operation of various components of the machine.

FIGS. 53a and 53b, taken together, constitute a schematic diagram of the sequential scan mechanism.

FIG. 54 comprises a schematic diagram of another recorder matrix and of the check bit generator utilized herein.

FIG. 55 is an illustration of a program card which may be utilized to control the record card punch, portions thereof having been omitted.

FIG. 56 is a timing chart showing the operation of several cam-controlled circuit breakers which control various circuits of the machine of the invention.

Referring to FIG. 1, the essential components of the preferred embodiment of the invention consist of a magnetic storage unit 101 containing a plurality of magnetic discs 102 mounted upon a common shaft for rotation, a record card punching-perforating unit 103 including a keyboard 104 and record card handling mechanism (card feed 105), punching and sensing devices 106, and a card stacker 107, and an electronic circuits cabinet 108 containing most of the control circuits and actuating circuits for the machine as well as the electrical power supply. The keyboard 104 is used primarily for controlling the functioning and operation of the machine; however, it also provides a means for the entry of a limited amount of auxiliary information. Information can only be entered into the main magnetic storage unit 101 or taken from the main magnetic storage unit via perforated record cards, which are processed through the punching and sensing devices 106.

The basic operation of the machine described above can best be understood by reference to FIG. 2. The magnetic storage unit 101 includes, in addition to the discs 102, a head drive system 109, hereinafter described in detail, which essentially consists of a magnetic transducer arrangement for writing or recording upon and reading from the magnetic discs 102, together with mechanism for positioning the transducers at selected positions on the discs. Circuits providing information channels to the transducers to either read or write, hereinafter explained in greater detail, are indicated in the block 110 of FIG. 2. The record card punching-perforating unit 103, which essentially provides the initial data input to and the final data output from the storage unit 101, is broken into its principal components, each explained in detail below, a keyboard 104, a card punch 106a, a card reader 106b, a keyboard register 111, and an address register 112. A shift register 113, which forms the basis for the interchange of data between the input and output unit 103 and the storage unit 101, is also provided (hereinafter described in detail).

Normally all data entered into the machine is provided by perforated record cards via the card reader 106a. Similarly, all final output data is recorded into record cards by the card punch 106a and its associated punching unit (later to be described). Certain of the controls associated with the keyboard 104 permit original record cards to be prepared directly via the keyboard 104 and the card punch 106a; and, after being prepared in this manner, each record card is placed in the machine for the entry of data into the storage unit. Briefly, therefore, to enter data into storage, record cards with the necessary perforated data are placed in the card feed 105 and fed through the card reader 106a of the punching and sensing devices 106 so that the perforated data is sensed. A predetermined amount of the first data sensed (called an address) is delivered to the address register 112 which controls the head drive system 109 to position the magnetic transducers in the storage unit 101 to a selected storage position on the discs 102, the write circuit in block 110 being at this time energized. Thereafter, as the record card is fed past the card reader 106b, the remaining data sensed in that card is transmitted through the shift register 113 to the write circuit of block 110 and recorded magnetically upon one of the discs 102 at the selected storage position previously mentioned. Later, when it is desired to read out from storage the information which has been recorded at that selected storage position, a blank card is placed in the card feed 105, and the address corresponding to the first data, previously noted, is entered into the keyboard, the control circuits now being changed for the reading out of data from the storage unit 101. The blank card goes through the card punch 106a so that the blank record card is advanced by card feed 105 the information is recorded in the blank card via perforations corresponding to those originally used for entering the data into storage. Various modifications of the operation above described, as hereafter explained, may be effected; however, essentially these operations follow in part a similar pattern of sequence and function.

As has been previously stated, the purpose of this invention is to provide a large capacity storage device for coded data represented by magnetized patterns in channels or tracks of a plurality of continuously rotating magnetic discs so that the location of any specific information stored thereon can be quickly determined and the information corresponding thereto can be quickly ascertained. It is customary in most magnetic recording devices to employ transducers, which cooperate with the recording medium to record and read information, normally positioned along each recording path against or spaced away from the medium at a predetermined, fixed distance. Consequently, in a magnetic recording device employing a plurality of magnetic channels or tracks, ordinarily a magnetic transducer has to be provided to coat with each track. In the present invention a single transducer is capable of coating with as many as 3200 magnetic tracks through the employment of a so-called "access" mechanism. A novel concept of this invention is the "access" mechanism as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. The schematic arrangement of this access mechanism corresponds in part to the head drive system shown in block 109 of FIG. 2.

Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, a plurality of magnetic discs 102 is mounted upon a shaft 121, fixed to which is a pulley 123 driven by a motor 122. Each disc 102 is capable of having magnetized upon it magnetic data patterns in a plurality of magnetic paths or tracks 124, each of which may carry different stored information. A rack 125 carries at its one extremity a magnetic transducer 130 for recording upon or reading from any one of the tracks 124 of a disc 102, the rack 125 being driven through a slide block 126 by a gear 127 fixed to a shaft.
128, which is selectively driven by a motor 129. When data is to be entered on or read from a selected track 124 of a disc 102, the motor 129 is energized to rotate shaft 128 counterclockwise and the rack 125 is advanced to position the transducer 130 (see dash-dot lines of FIG. 3) to one of the tracks 124. A reverse rotation of the motor 129 will withdraw the transducer from its previous position to another track 124 nearer the periphery of the disc 102 (or to a position off the disc as shown by the solid lines of FIG. 3) so that access may be had to any selected track. Similarly, the block 126 is slidably supported jointly by a rod 135 and a part 131 having rack teeth 132 engaging with a gear shaft 134 to which is fastened a pulley 136. A motor 137 is provided with a belt drive via idlers 138 (fixed) and 139 (attached to block 126) so that a clockwise rotation of pulley 136 will cause the block 126 to slide along the bar 131 to move the transducer 130 parallel with the axis of the disc 102 (in a direction toward the upper left corner of the sheet of drawing FIG. 4). In the last mentioned manner, therefore, the transducer 130 may be advanced from disc to disc of the discs 102, while in the previously mentioned manner the transducer 130 may be positioned to any track of any disc 102, so that in the combination of these functions any track position of any disc may be located or access provided to the transducer 130.

Referring again to FIG. 3, a second track-to-track access mechanism may similarly position a transducer 130 to any of the tracks 124 via the rack 125a and driving gear 127a, the block 126a being similarly positioned by a rod 136a and a bar 131a to be advanced by another disc-to-disc access mechanism as shown in FIG. 4. In other words, within the physical limitations of the design a plurality of access mechanisms may be placed at various radii of the disc 102 spaced from its periphery so that the same data may be read out by each access from the same track of the same disc or from different tracks of the same, or a different, disc to provide multiple access to the recorded data.

Although the fundamental operation of the access mechanism has been described above, a reference to FIGS. 5a and 5b will clarify the actual access or head drive system incorporated in the invention. In order to more effectively utilize an access mechanism in a magnetic disc storage device, it has been found more desirable to use two (2) magnetic transducers per access unit, one for each side of a disc 102, as in the transducers 140 and 141. A means is also required to index the track access position and the disc access mechanism of FIGS. 5a and 5b, later described in detail, provides a reliable system for obtaining such index functions.

Here, as before, the discs 102 are mounted on a common shaft and continuously rotated. FIG. 5a illustrates the disc-to-disc access wherein a motor 142 constantly drives a pair of gears 143 and 144 loosely mounted on shafts 146 and 147, respectively, in opposite directions via a drive gear 145. A pair of electromagnetic clutches 143 and 149 are attached respectively to shafts 146 and 147, which also have affixed thereto the respective drive gears 150 and 151 commonly engaging a driven gear 152. A shaft 153 to which the gear 152 is fixed also carries a pulley 154 which cooperates with another pulley 155 (idler) to carry a drive belt 156 fastened to a clamp 157 carried by a movable block 158 (somewhat similar to the block 156 of FIG. 4). The block 158 is slidably supported upon the rails 159 (see FIG. 5a being provided with a detenting mechanism later described herein) and carries the arms 160 and 161 on which the aforementioned transducers 140 and 141, respectively, are supported. Also coacting with the belt 156 is a pulley 163 connected to the shaft of a potentiometer 164 so that the latter has a different resistance setting for each position of the block 158.

A direct current power supply (not shown) is provided so that the potentiometer 164 is enabled to deliver potential tials to an arm of a bridge circuit 165 in such a manner that a different voltage is delivered for each different position of the block 158. An opposing arm of the bridge circuit 165 is supplied with D.C. potential from a control source 166 so that when the potentiometer voltage and the control voltage are algebraically equal to zero the output of the bridge circuit to an amplifier 167 is zero. However, if the potentiometer voltage exceeds the control voltage, the amplifier 167 delivers current to operate the magnetic clutch 148 so that it and the shaft 146, together with gear 150, rotate gear 152 counterclockwise, thereby rotating pulley 154 in the same direction of rotation, and the block 158 is moved toward the lower right corner of FIG. 5a, thereby reducing the voltage across the potentiometer 164 until it matches the control voltage from source 166. When this condition occurs, the amplifier 167 ceases to supply and further current to clutch 148 which disengages and the gear 150 stops driving gear 152, thereby halting further movement of block 158, and the position of the block 158 with respect to the discs 102 corresponds to the value of the control voltage derived at source 166. By a similar functioning the block 158 is moved in the opposite direction when the control voltage is greater than the potentiometer voltage so that the amplifier 167 delivers current to the clutch 149.

The same arrangement as described for disc-to-disc selection or disc access may be used for track-to-track selection of track access by utilizing the roots of the arms 160a and 161a (see FIG. 5b) connected to the block 158 at the location (dotted) 158a.

Further proceeding with the detailed description of the invention, it is essential to understand the magnetic record which forms the heart of the data storage system thereby provided. Essentially, this record is made upon a continuous circular path or track of a magnetic disc surface. Recording is performed magnetically in a manner referred to as magnetic return-to-zero recording as described in a copending application Ser. No. 264,341, filed December 31, 1951, now Patent No. 2,774,646, dated Dec. 18, 1956. Each continuous track or path of each magnetic disc surface may contain a total of 2,530 recorded, magnetic bit spaces of which 2,400 bits are used for recording alphabetical or numerical data and 130 bits may be used for separation or spacing between records, as illustrated in FIG. 6. Each continuous track may be divided into four sectors, A, B, C, and D, each corresponding to a record having 75 data character positions of 8 bits each with a space of 10 bits between each sector and an additional space of 90 bits between sectors A and D for indexing the beginning of each recorded track. Each character of 8 bits utilizes 6 of these bits for recording alphabetical or numerical data in coded bit groups, one bit for checking purposes, and the final bit of the 8 bits for providing a space between successive characters of each record. In the preferred embodiment herein described, 32 discs each having 200 tracks (100 tracks per side) are employed, thereby providing a capacity of 800 records of 75 characters each per disc or a total of 25,600 records (corresponding to a total of 1,920,000 characters) storage capacity. It is obvious that the addition of more discs or by recording additional tracks upon the discs, or both, the storage capacity can greatly be expanded. Also, there is normally employed a single additional magnetic disc containing upon one of its sides a so-called timing track, which, in the described embodiment, delivers 2400 pulses per revolution (see FIG. 7).

Information is recorded magnetically upon the magnetic disc tracks in the manner described above to coded groups, each group being representative of a number or alphabetical or special character. The character to be represented is coded according to an 8-bit code (per character) comprising the following: the 1st bit of each character represents the numeral "1," the 2nd bit of each character represents the numeral "2," the 3rd bit of each character represents the numeral "3," etc.
character represents the numeral "4"; the 4th bit of each character represents the numeral "8"; the 5th bit of each character represents zero; the 6th bit of each character represents a zone "Z"; the 7th bit of each character represents a designation for checking, and the 8th bit is used to provide the "space" between characters. For example, a numerical character having a value of "1" is represented by the 1st bit being magnetized, a numerical character having a value of "5" is represented by the 1st and 3rd bits being magnetized. Alphabetic characters are represented by combinations of the first four bits and the 5th and 6th bits. Since the 7th bit of each character is always a space, it is obvious that, instead of the aforementioned division of each record track into four parts or sectors as shown in FIG. 6, the track may be subdivided into parts at any character "space" bit. Actually, this mode of operation is employed in the present invention, as hereinafter further explained.

As previously explained, the input and output to and from the magnetic storage unit is effected via well known perforated record cards, which for the preferred embodiment shown herein are of the 80 column type wherein each card contains one record or data character. For purposes of control, however, the first five columns of each record card contain information relating to the storage location of the following 75 characters of actual storage data corresponding to one record (a sector A, B, C or D) in the magnetic storage unit. Essentially, the address of each record in the magnetic storage unit involves (1) the selection of the proper disc, (2) the pertinent side of the selected disc, (3) the particular track of the pertinent side, and (4) the selected record (i.e., sector A, B, C or D of FIG. 6) of the particular track. Information in the first five columns of each record card is consequently directed to the functions just enumerated, substantially as shown in FIG. 8; namely, the first column contains directions as to the selected record, the second and third columns directions as to the selected disc and to the pertinent side thereof, and the fourth and fifth columns directions as to the particular track. For example, see Record Card AA of FIG. 8 where the perforated address indicates that the information is to be placed or read from the 3rd record of the 25th disc ("odd" side) at the 16th track, or Record Card BB of FIG. 8, which has the address for the 4th record of the 12th disc ("even" side) at the 19th track. A perforation in the "1" bit position of the 3rd column will always result in the "odd" side of the pertinent disc being selected while the absence of recorded indicia in the "1" position of the 3rd column will always result in the "even" side of the pertinent disc being selected. The terms "odd" and "even" as used in this respect are arbitrary, referring respectively to corresponding sides of each disc in the complete array of discs 102 such as shown in FIG. 4. A novel arrangement for selecting the "odd" or "even" side of a disc is provided via the structure of FIGS. 5a and 5b wherein the transducers 140 and 141 in the operated position straddle each magnetic disc 102 so that the "odd" side is always recorded or read by transducer 140 and the "even" side by transducer 141; consequently, a perforation in the appropriate position of the entry record card merely energizes one or the other of the transducers to effect selection of the appropriate side of the disc which is to be addressed.

Although no part of the invention hereinafter claimed, it is appropriate to point out that the transducers 140 and 141 are substantially of the type claimed and described in copending applications Ser. Nos. 407,214, filed February 1, 1954 now abandoned, and Ser. No. 406,011, filed January 25, 1954.

The principal components of a machine embodying the invention are hereinafter described in detail under appropriate headings as follows:
(a) The Memory Unit (describing most of the mechanical assemblies of the machine including the magnetic disc assembly, the track-to-track and disc-to-disc access apparatus, the motive power and air supplies, the servomechanism for the access apparatus, and the normal cooperation among these assemblies).
(b) The Sector to Control shaft 234 of motor 232, via belts 239, 236, 343, counter shafts 245 and 347, and pulleys 244, 247, 342, is provided to drive the pulleys 341 and 225, the last mentioned pulley being fixed to shaft 211 whereby the discs 228 are rotated. The motor 232, which runs continuously, is provided with the customary switch control 238 and also an overload circuit interrupter 233, which is susceptible of operation upon failure of the air pressure in an air supply line 256 supplying air to control the positioning of magnetic transducers 278 cooperating with the discs 228.

With reference to FIG. 10 and FIG. 11, the inboard way 206 of the trunnion way 209, extending between the main frame channels 205 and 206, are on a common horizontal plane and are provided with a top inboard reference surface 248 on way 208 and an outboard reference surface 249 on way 209. These surfaces are polished to have perfectly smooth reference surfaces which are exactly parallel with each other. The inboard way 208 and the outboard way 209 also have take-up surfaces 250 on the underside of surfaces 248 and 249. A carriage 251 (also see FIG. 9), having an upper carriage 252 and a lower carriage member 253, is arranged to move along the longitudinal axis of the reference surfaces 248 and 249. Two carriage inboard ref.
ere rollers 254, journaled on the lower carriage 253, ride on the surface 248; and two similar outboard carriage reference rollers 255, also journaled on the lower carriage 253, ride on the surface 249. Two spring-loaded rollers 256, 257, supply pressure to a roller arm 257, and are arranged to ride against the upper surface 250. A roller arm spring 258 urges the roller upwardly against the surface 250, thereby rendering greater pressure between the rollers 254, 255, and surfaces 248, 249 to insure a more horizontally linear travel of the carriage 251 between channels 205 and 206.

Control of lateral variations of the carriage with respect to the center axis of the disc shaft 211 is obtained by two reference rollers 259, journaled on the lower carriage 253, which ride on a lateral reference surface 260 on the outboard side of the lateral way 210. The surface 260 is at right angles to reference surfaces 248 and 249 and is also highly polished and exactly parallel with the center axis of the shaft 211. A take-up roller 262 is affixed to the lower carriage 253 by a take-up arm 263 so as to ride against a take-up surface 261 on the inboard side of lateral way 210. The roller 262 is spring urged against the surface 261 by a take-up spring 264 attached to the take-up arm 263, which causes sufficient pressure between the reference rollers 259 and the lateral reference surface 260 to insure a constant load therebetween. The carriage 251 is thus arranged to travel in a path along the inboard way 266 and outboard way 209 while maintaining an identical relative position to the center axis of the shaft 211.

The inboard extremity of the upper carriage 252 is provided with an arm pivot yoke 265 through which a pivot pin 266 connects to a pivot yoke support 267 on the inboard extremity of the lower carriage 253. The outboard ends of the upper and lower carriages 252 and 253 are interconnected by an arm adjustment screw 268 which screws into an adjustment nut 269 fixed to the upper carriage 252 and an adjustment nut 270 fixed to the lower carriage 253. The relative vertical position of the upper carriage 252 with respect to the lower carriage 253 is adjustably determined by the setting of screw 268.

Referring to FIG. 15, a head arm 271, having two parallel arm side plate members 241 spaced apart by spacers 242, is slidable mounted on the upper carriage 252 against two arm reference rollers 272 above the arm 271. The rollers 272 ride on an arm reference surface 273 on the upper part of arm 271 over each spacer 242. An arm take-up roller 274 is mounted on the upper carriage 252 below the arm 271 and is spring urged upwardly against a take-up surface 276 on the underside of the members 241 by a roller take-up spring 275. Thus, the arm 271 is slidable mounted on the upper carriage 252 to move in toward the shaft 211 (see also FIGS. 10 and 11).

A magnetic head 278 is mounted by a head gimbal 277 and a pivot pin 279 to the inboard extremity of each side plate member 241 of the arm 271 in such a way that the face of the head may move freely to conform to any physical irregularities of the surface 228 on which it is brought into contact. The magnetic heads 278 are of the air bearing type wherein the heads are spaced from the recording surface by air which is forced between the head and the recording surface from an external air supply through holes provided in the face of the head. The heads 278 are brought into contact with the recording surface when the arm 271 is moved toward the shaft 211 so that in the operating position the heads straddle each a disc 228. A head spacer wedge 344 is mounted on the upper carriage 252 between the two gimbals 277 to spread the heads 278 apart while the head arm 271 is in the disc area.

Referring to FIG. 9, air is supplied to the heads through an air line 280 which connects to the air heads 278. The air line 280 heads through a conduit 281 (FIG. 15) into an air manifold 282 and the circuit breaker 233. Manifold 282 is supplied with air through an air tube 286 and an air filter 284 from an air supply 283, and an air manifold valve 285 is provided in manifold 282 to control the flow of air to the heads 278. Referring to FIG. 11, the air supply valve 285 is supported from the arm 271 by brackets 228 and sleeves 287.

Referring to FIG. 15, a V-shaped head arm lockout seat 289, mounted on the side of the arm 271, is arranged to receive a head arm lockout pawl 290 when the arm is in the home position. The home position is the position wherein the arm 271 is located at the outboard extremity of its limit of travel. The lockout pawl extension is an extension of a pawl actuating arm 291 which is pivotally mounted on a pawl pivot pin 292. The pawl 290 may be rocked into and out of engagement with the pawl seat 289 on pin 292 and is spring urged in the locking position by a pawl return spring 293. A pawl arm actuating cylinder 298 is mounted to the upper carriage 252, which has a piston 301 within the cylinder 298 for moving the arm 291 out of engagement upon application of air to the cylinder. The cylinder 298 is pneumatically operated from air supplied through a detent air line 299 and is controlled by a solenoid 300. The air actuating cylinder 298 thus forces the arm 291 out of the engaged position under the control of the solenoid 300 which is, in turn, controlled by an electrical circuit which is hereinafter explained in connection with FIGS. 18e and 18g.

With continued reference to FIG. 15, the pawl actuating arm 291 also has a detent pawl 294 which protrudes upwardly from an extension of the arm 291. When in the engaged position, the pawl 294 will engage with track detent seats 369 formed by grooves of a screw in a detent rod 306 which in turn is mounted between the side plate members 241 of the arm 271. An adjustment nut 307 is employed to mount the rod 306 to the arm 271. The rod 306 may be turned in the nut 307 to adjust the position of the detent seats 369 with respect to the detent pawl 294 and the arm 271.

When the arm 271 is moved to the home position, the lockout pawl 290 engages with the lockout pawl seat 289 to lock the arm 271. When the arm 271 is in other than the home position, the detent pawl 294 engages with the near track seat 309, which effectively registers the heads 278 in discrete positions in relation to any one of the discs 228 as shown by FIGS. 9 and 11.

An interlocking actuating arm 295 extends from the lower side of the arm 291 to close an arm detent microswitch 296 when the arm is in the engaged position to open a normally closed hold coil microswitch 297 when the arm is in the engaged position. Both switches 296 and 297 are affixed to the side of the upper carriage 252 and are used in combination with an electrical circuit which is hereinafter described in connection with FIGS. 18e and 18g.

A track address potentiometer 310 is mounted on the upper carriage 252 to register a relative resistance which is an analog of the position of the arm 271 with respect to the carriage 251, as hereinafter explained in connection with FIGS. 16e and 16g. The potentiometer 310 has a non-backlash pinion 311 concentric to the potentiometer shaft 305. A rack 312 is mounted on the arm 271 between the side plate members 241 to engage with the pinion 311 and move the pinion 311 and potentiometer shaft 305 with movement of the arm 271. A normally open track limit microswitch 303 is mounted on the upper carriage 252 which is closed when the arm 271 is in the home position.

The detent mechanism for the locating of a specific disc is best illustrated by FIG. 12 where a row of dent teeth 317 is arranged on a detent bar 318 suspended from detent pivot arms 319 pivotally mounted to pivot arm brackets 320 by a pin 315, the pivot arm brackets 320 being mounted to a back plate 329. A detent drive pin 322 extends from one pivot arm 319 which, when moved,
forces the detent bar 318 to engage one of the teeth 317 into a carriage detent seat 316 which is mounted on the underside of the lower carriage 253 (FIG. 11). The teeth 317 and the seat 316 are arranged so that, for every detent position wherein a tooth 317 is in engagement with the seat 316, the carriage 251 will be in a discrete position, wherein the two heads 278 (FIG. 11) will exactly straddle a predetermined disc 228. The detent drive pin 323 is driven into the detent and nondetent positions through an adjacent connecting rod 326 joined to the pin 323 by a rod end bearing 324. The other end of the rod 326 is attached to an eccentric housing 327, which in turn houses an eccentric 327. The eccentric 327 rotates with a detent drive shaft 328 supported by the back plate 329 and a front plate 345. One-half of a revolution of the shaft 328 and the eccentric 327 causes the teeth 317 to rock into either the engaged or the disengaged position.

The shaft 328 is driven by a detent drive gear 330 concentric to it, which in turn is driven by a detent drive pinion 331 of one-half the diameter of the drive gear 330 to obtain a 2:1 ratio between the two gears. The pinion 331 rotates on a spring clutch drive shaft 332 which is bolted to the back plate 345. The shaft 328 is driven by a carriage detent drive belt 334 which drives a carriage detent driven pulley 335 and which is driven by a carriage detent drive pulley 337 (FIG. 11). A spring clutch 333 is concentric to the shaft 328, which will prohibit the shaft 328 from rotating unless the clutch 333 is released by a solenoid 336. The solenoid 336 is energized by pulses from a circuit hereinafter explained in connection with FIG. 18a, and when pulses the clutch 333 is arranged to allow the shaft 328 to make one revolution. Each pulse to the solenoid 336 thus causes the main driving head to make a half revolution, which is timed with the eccentric 327 to produce either a maximum or minimum displacement of the connection rod 326, therein causing either the engagement or disengagement of the teeth 317 with the seat 316. As shown in FIGS. 11 and 12, a normally open disc detent microswitch 345 is closed by the arm 319 when the teeth 317 are in the fully disengaged position. A normally closed microswitch 349 is similarly provided on the other side of the arm 319 to be open when the teeth 317 are in the fully engaged position.

A disc address potentiometer 313 (see FIG. 11) is attached to the lower carriage 253 so that its shaft 340 extends vertically downwards from the carriage 251 carrying a drive pinion 314 (FIGS. 9 and 11) which is arranged to ride engaged in a potentiometer drive rack 315 mounted on the top surface of the lateral way 210. By this arrangement, the potentiometer 313 produces an electrical value which is an analog of the lateral position of the carriage 251 on the ways 208 and 209, as is hereinafter explained in connection with FIGS. 16a and 16b.

Referring to FIG. 9, a main clutch drive pulley 341 is driven from the idler shaft 245 via an idler belt 343, a clutch drive idler 342 on a clutch drive idler shaft 347, and a main clutch drive belt 340. The main clutch drive pulley 341, as shown in FIGS. 10 and 11, drives a bevel gear 359 which in turn drives a cross shaft 338, which also turns a clutch gear drive 350, rotating a right clutch housing 351 which is directly attached to a magnetic clutch 352. The gear 351 in turn rotates a left clutch housing gear 354 similarly attached to another magnetic clutch 353. The right clutch 352 has an output pinion 355, and the left clutch has an output pinion 356, which are counter-rotating with respect to each other. The right and left pinions 355 and 356 both drive a gear 358 which drives a shaft 369 upon which a capstain 358 is mounted. The drive gear 357 and capstan 358 may be driven in either a clockwise or a counterclockwise direction according to which magnetic clutch 352 or 353 predominates as explained hereafter.

A tachometer 377 is provided with its armature 378 arranged to rotate with the capstan drive shaft 369 so that a positive voltage is produced when the shaft 369 is rotated by the right clutch 352 and a negative voltage when rotated by the left clutch 353. The voltage in either case is produced linearly with the speed of rotation of the shaft 369.

Referring to FIGS. 10, 11 and 13, the capstan 358 engages with an endless cable 359 so that the cable is moved as indicated in FIG. 13 when the respective clutches 352 and 353 drive the capstan 358. The cable 359 is released by a solenoid 335 via a take-up pulley 360 mounted on the lower back plate 329, and then travels to a left end pulley 361, which is mounted on the upper back plate 329 near the left channel 266. From pulley 361 the cable 359 travels to a lower carriage pulley 363 on the left underside of the lower carriage 253 to an inboard head arm pulley 364 on the left inboard side of the arm 271 to an outboard head arm pulley 365 on the left outboard side of the arm 271. The cable 359 is then anchored by an arm cable anchor 368 to the arm 272 and returned to the capstan 358 via a right carriage pulley 366 on the right-hand underside of the carriage 251 and a right end pulley 362 mounted on the upper portion of the back plate 329 near the right channel 265 through a second take-up pulley 367 on the lower back plate 329. When the cable 359 is pulled to the left by the capstan 358, the carriage 251 is forced to the right and the arm 274 is lowered out of the horizontal position. During normal operation, however, either the arm 271 or the carriage 251 may be locked into position by the paws 290 and 294 or the teeth 317.

As shown in FIG. 9, a bracket 379 is mounted on the main frame channel 265 upon which a gimbal arm 380 is pivotally mounted. A pulley 381 is fixedly mounted in a gimbal 372 carried on the end of the arm 371. The face of the head 373 is arranged to ride against the face of a timing track disc 374 and is held apart from the disc by a minute film of air emitted from holes on the face of the head. The head 373 is similar to the magnetic heads 278 (FIGS. 10 and 11) and is supplied with air from an air hose 375. Air hose 375 receives its air supply from the manifold 382. The head 373 coacts with a single radial timing track on the disc 375 and is also supplied with wires 376 which lead to two lines 719 and 720 to an amplifier, as hereinafter explained.

Referring to FIG. 19, the right clutch 352 is energized by an amplifier tube 390, and the left clutch 353 by an amplifier tube 391, potential being supplied via a circuit from line 415, n/o contacts 395, contacts 416, contacts 417, n/o contacts 394 to clutch windings of clutches 352 and 353 and their respective control tubes 390 and 391. Also referring to FIGS. 18a and 18b, the relay 402 is energized by a power amplifier tube 396, and is supplied with a 150 volt plate potential from a line 441 through the relay coil of relay 402 to the plate 389 of tube 396. A cathode 386 of tube 396 is grounded via a resistor 387. A +100 volt potential from line 388 is supplied through a grid return resistor 397 to a control grid 398 of the tube 396, and the tube screen grid 399 is supplied with +150 volt potential from line 441. The control grid 398 is rendered positive from the 150 volt line 441 through contacts 411 of relay 412, the operation of which is hereinafter explained, to a voltage limiting resistor 412. A condenser 460 feeds from the control grid 398 to ground. The condenser 460 functions as a delay element so that when the line to the control grid is rendered positive, there will be a predetermined delay before grid 398 will be driven sufficiently positive to cause the tube 396 to conduct.

In FIGS. 9 and 18b two limit switches 413 and 414 are provided on the extreme ends of the lateral way 210 near the right main frame channel 265 and the left main frame channel 266, which are normally open and will close when the carriage 251 exceeds a safe travel
limit to the right or to the far left. If either switch 413 or 414 is closed, relay 409 is energized, and contacts 395 are opened, which cuts off the plate power to the amplifiers 390 and 391 and the energizing potential to the clutches 352 and 353, thereby energizing the circuit of the carriage drive mechanism should the carriage control mechanism fail. Referring again to FIG. 19, the amplifiers 359 and 391 also have contacts 416 of a relay 403 and contacts 417 of a relay 404 in series with the relays 409 and 403. The contacts 416 and 417 are arranged to provide a circuit only when relay 403 is energized and relay 404 is not energized, or when relay 403 is not energized and relay 404 is energized. Relay 403 is in a relay energized circuit (see FIG. 18b) supplied with a potential of 50 volts from line 355 through the n/o disc detent microswitch 348 (FIGS. 12 and 16b) which is forced closed by the carriage detent pivot arm 319 when the carriage detent teeth 317 are fully disengaged from the carriage detent seat 316. The relay 403 has a hold coil which is supplied with 50 volts from line 355 through n/o contacts 418 of the relay 403 and the n/c disc hold coil microswitch 349. Microswitch 349 is forced open by the detent pivot arm 319 when the teeth 317 are in full engagement with the detent seat 316. The relay 403 is, therefore, picked up when the detent teeth 317 are in full disengagement and will remain energized by its hold coil until microswitch 349 is opened when the detent teeth 317 are in full engagement with the detent seat 316.

Relay 404 is of the same type as relay 403, having a pick-up coil and a hold coil. The pick-up coil is energized via line 355 and the n/o arm detent microswitch 296 (FIGS. 15 and 18b), which is closed by the interlock actuating arm 295 when the arm lockout pawl 290 is fully disengaged. The hold coil receives its 50 volt supply from line 355 through n/o contacts 419 of relay 404 and the arm hold coil detent microswitch 297, which is opened by the interlock actuating arm 295 when the detent pawl 294 is returned to the engaged position. The hold coils on relays 403 and 404 are provided to prevent premature de-energization of the relays before either the paws 290 and 294 (FIGS. 13 and 15) or the detent teeth 317 (FIGS. 12 and 13) are fully disengaged. Now referring to FIG. 19, the power amplifier tubes 390 and 391 are of a conventional DC-coupled amplifier design, having a 250 volt plate and screen voltage from line 355, 100 volts potential from line 356 is provided through a grid load resistor 420 to a control grid 421 of each power amplifier tube 390 and 391, and a cathode 422 of each tube is connected through a cathode resistor 423 to ground. The tubes are biased to be conductive when a positive voltage is applied to the grids 421 from a disc servo amplifier 424 or a track servo amplifier 425 (see FIG. 17) via lines 383 and 382, respectively. Referring to FIG. 17, the outputs of the disc servo amplifier 424 and track servo amplifier 425 drive the power amplifiers 390 and 391 through contacts 426 of the relay 403 so that the output from the disc servo amplifier 424 is coupled by lines 382 and 383 to the power amplifiers while the relay 403 is energized, and the output of the track servo amplifier 425 is coupled to the power amplifiers while relay 403 is not being energized. The disc servo amplifier 424 and the track servo amplifier 425 both are of the direct coupled differential amplifiers. Each stage of each servo amplifier utilizes a twin triode as shown in FIG. 17. The first stage 530 of each servo amplifier is the input stage, the first triode section of which is driven by the address error voltages, and the second triode section of stage 530 is driven by the output of the tachometer 377 and 378 from line 381. The first stage 530 drives two intermediate stages 531 and 532, and the intermediate stage 532 drives a fourth or output stage 533. The fourth stage 533 is arranged so that the first triode section of either servo amplifier 424 or 425 drives the amplifier 390, and the second triode section drives the amplifier 391. In all stages 530, 531, 532 and 533, a first section plate 428 and a second section plate 429 of each tube connect through a plate load resistor 430 to the +250 volt supply of line 415. First and second section cathodes 431 and 432 of each tube have a common cathode connection to the cathode resistor 434 which in turn is connected to the -100 volt line 388. The first section plate 428 of the first three stages 530, 531, and 532 connects through a resistor 434 and a grid voltage limiting resistor 446 to a first section grid 436 of the next succeeding stage; and a resistor 435 connects between resistors 434 and 446. A bias grid resistor 447 connects the first section grid 436 of the first stage 530 is driven through a grid limiting resistor 438 to the error voltage supply, hereinafter explained in connection with FIGS. 16a and 16b, via a line 443 and a line 442. The tachometer 377 (FIG. 19) output is fed via line 381 to contacts 426 of the relay 403 to couple the tachometer 377 to the disc servo amplifier 424 when the relay 403 is energized and to couple the tachometer 377 to the track servo amplifier 425 when the relay 403 is not energized. The tachometer 377 connects to a second grid 437 of the first stage 530 through a grid current limiting resistor 439 and through resistor 435 to a first section grid 436 of the first stage 530 when the capstan 358 is driven by the right clutch 352 and a negative voltage when the capstan 358 is driven in the opposite direction. The voltage provided by the tachometer 377 is therein an analog of the movement of the capstan 358. With continued reference to FIG. 17, the second section grid 437 of the last three stages 531, 532 and 533 of the amplifiers is supplied with a grid bias voltage through a resistor 444 connected to a resistance divider of resistors 445 and 446 and connected between the -100 volt line 388 and the +250 volt line 415. The amplifiers 424 and 425 are biased to provide a minimum variation of output voltage resulting from variations of power voltages from lines 415 and 388 and yet show a high output when there is a variation of voltage to the first section grid 436 as compared with the second section grid 437 of any stage. The first plate 428 of the last stage 533 of both amplifiers 424 and 425 connect through a resistance divider of resistors 430 and 448 to a resistor 447, a variable resistance 449, and contacts 426 of relay 403 to the power amplifier 390 via line 353. The second plate 429 of the last stage 530 connects through a resistor 450, a variable resistance 451, and the relay contacts 426 of relay 403 to the grid of the power amplifier 391 via line 382. The variable resistances 449 and 451 are provided to compensate for any unbalance condition between the output of the first plate 428 and second plate 429 so that the output voltage to the amplifiers 390 and 391 are equal when the first and second grid voltages of the first stage 530 are equal.

When a positive error voltage is applied to the first grid 436 of the first stage 530, the first plate 428 will draw more current than the second plate 429, which ultimately delivers a positive voltage via line 383 to the amplifier 390 causing the amplifier 390 to energize the clutch 352. When a negative error voltage is applied to the first grid 436 of the first stage 530, the first plate 428 will draw less current than the second plate 429, which similarly provides a positive voltage via line 382 to amplifier 391. Referring to FIGS. 16a, 16b and 18a, the track error voltage and the disc error voltage, in addition to driving the disc servo amplifier 424 and the track servo amplifier 425, also drive a track null amplifier 453 and a disc null amplifier 452. The disc null and the track null amplifiers are also both twin triode tubes. A cathode 456 of each triode of the null amplifier stages is driven through a line 388 through resistor 454, and the cathodes 456 of each null amplifier are interconnected by a variable resistance 457. A resistor 458 connects a second section grid 459 of the amplifiers 452 and 453 to ground. The first section grid 460 of the amplifier 452 connects to the
disc error signal network by a line 442, and the first grid 460 of the amplifier 453 connects to the track error signal network by a line 43. Each triode is biased to conduct an equal current when a zero or null error signal is applied to the first grid 460. When the grid voltage rises, the first triode will have a greater output than the second; and when the grid voltage falls below the zero, the second triode will have a greater output than the first triode. The disc null amplifier 452 has a relay 407 in the plate circuit which has two oppositely wound coils, one in the plate circuit of the first triode and the other in the plate circuit of the second triode, connected so that relay 407 will pick up as a result of the differential action of the respective anode currents. A plate equalization potentiometer 463 is arranged across the relay 407 which, when adjusted in combination with the variable resistance 457 across the cathodes 456, enables an equalization of the triodes when necessary. The track null amplifier 453 is similar to the disc null amplifier 452, having a relay 408 which picks up in the same manner as relay 407. With continued reference to FIG. 18a, the contacts 411 of relay 412, in addition to supplying tube 396 with a driving voltage, also drive the grid 438 of an amplifying tube 465 via contacts 466 of relay 408, contacts 467 of relay 403, contacts 468 of relay 401, and contacts 469 of relay 405 so that the grid 438 is energized only if relays 403 and 404 are not energized and relay 405 is energized, or when relay 401 is energized and relay 405 is not energized. The grid 438 of tube 465 is connected with a bias voltage via -100 volt line 388. The cathode 410 of tube 465 is grounded via a resistor 472. The screen grid 474 of tube 465 is connected to line 441, and the anode 475 of tube 465 is similarly connected via relay 406. The relay 406 energizes the solenoid 306 through relay contacts 526 (see FIGS. 15 and 150) which in turn causes the air valve to actuate the pawl arm 291 (FIGS. 13 and 15) to move to the disengaged position. Relay 401 is energized through n/o contacts 476 of relay 407 and is connected in series with a resistor 477 and is parallel with a condenser 478. The resistor 477 and condenser 478 function to delay the action of relay 401 a predetermined interval after relay contacts 476 have closed. The relay 405 is controlled by the track limit microswitch 303 on the upper carriage 252 and is energized when the head arm 271 is in the home position, wherein the arm 271 closes the switch 303. The amplifying tube 479 is connected to the 150 volt line 441 through the solenoid 336 (FIG. 12) which operates the clutch 333. The cathode 480 of the amplifying tube 479 (FIG. 18a) is connected through a resistor 481 to ground, and the screen grid 482 is supplied from the +150 volt line 441. The control grid 483 is connected via a resistor 484 to the -100 volt line 388 and through a resistor 485 to ground. A condenser 486 couples the +150 volt line 441 through contacts 487 of relay 401, contacts 488 of relay 403, contacts 489 of relay 404, and contacts 490 of relay 405. The condenser 486 is connected to ground via a resistor 491. The condenser 486 allows only a positive pulse to pass to the control grid 403 at the instant when a complete circuit is created between the 150 volt line 441 and the grid 483. The completion of such a circuit requires relay 401 to be energized and relay 483 to be demagnetized, or relays 403 and 404 to be energized and relays 404 and 405 to be deenergized. The track and disc addresses are obtained by means of two combinations of relays which control respectively a disc address network (FIG. 16b) and a track address network (FIG. 16a) to produce the track and disc error voltages. Relays 679, 680, 685, 681, 666 and 667, which are herein described, are arranged to close one or more of contacts 492, 493, 494, 495, 496 or 497. These contacts set up the disc address circuit to produce an error voltage which is an analog of a predetermined disc address which is a predetermined position of the carriage 251 with respect to the disc 228 (FIG. 9). The above relay contacts, when closed, insert resistors 498 into the disc address circuit which is essentially a Wheatstone bridge having fixed resistors 499 and a D.C. power supply 508. The disc address potentiometer 313 (FIGS. 9, 11 and 16b) is connected across the power supply in series with two variable resistances 502 and 503 on either side of the potentiometer. The combination of the fixed resistors 499 and the resistors 502 to zero, the second circuit to vary the resistance between the output line 442 and the positive terminal 505 of the power supply 500 inversely with the resistance between line 442 and the negative terminal 506. Movement of the slider of the potentiometer 313 similarly varies the resistance between the center tap and the negative sides of the power supply 500. The slider of the potentiometer 313 is grounded; therefore, the output line 442 with respect to ground will be positive when the relative value of the resistance between the output line 442 and the positive terminal 505 is less than the relative resistance between the slider of the potentiometer 313 and the positive side of the power source 500. If the reverse is true, a negative voltage will result. A positive error voltage to the disc servo amplifier 424 (FIG. 17) ultimately causes the carriage 251 to be driven to the right, which causes the slider of the potentiometer 313 to move toward the positive side of the potentiometer until equalized with the resistors 507 and 509 wherein an error voltage of zero is produced. A negative error voltage will similarly cause the carriage 251 and the slider of the potentiometer 313 to move in the opposite direction until equalization is obtained. The output line 442 connects to the first section grid 436 of the disc servo amplifier 424 (see FIG. 17). An error voltage is supplied to the amplifier 424 from -100 to +100 volts dependent upon the number of resistors 498 in the circuit set up by the disc address relays and the setting of the potentiometer 313. The individual values of resistors 498, which may be entered into the circuit by closing the relays, are in geometric progression wherein the relay 667 causes an input of 40 units of resistance to be put into the circuit; relay 666, 20 units; relay 665, 10 units; relay 658, 8 units; relay 684, 4 units; and relay 659, 2 units. Thus, by the proper combination of the relays a combination of 94 increments or units of resistance may be obtained wherein the output line 442 may vary with respect to the positive and negative terminals of the power supply 500. A null error voltage will result when the carriage 251 is adjusted to the intended position, which approaches the intended address, the error voltage is lessened until it reaches zero. With reference to FIG. 16a, a resistance network similar to the disc address circuit shown in FIG. 16b is provided for the track error voltage circuit which produces an error voltage on line 443 and the amplifier 425 (FIG. 17) and amplifier 453 (FIG. 18a). The track error voltage circuit has fixed resistors 507, a D.C. power supply 508, and the potentiometer 310 (FIG. 15) across the power supply in series with two trimming resistors 510 and 511. Contacts 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518 and 519 of relays 686, 687, 688, 659, 682, 683, 684 and 685, the operation and structure of which will be hereininafter described, set up an array of resistors 520 in a similar track address Wheatstone bridge to produce a predetermined error voltage as was described above. The relay 685 sets up 80 units of resistance; relays 684, 40; relay 683, 20; relay 622, 10; relay 638, 8; relay 658, 4; relay 657, 2; and relay 686, 1. This enables the network to set up a total of 164 error voltages. A positive error voltage is equalized as the arm 271 moves to cause the slider of the potentiometer 319 to be moved toward the positive terminal of the power supply 500, and a negative error voltage is equalized as the arm 271 is moved in the opposite direction. Relay contacts 521 of the relay 401 are provided to switch the input to line 443 from the track address circuit to the slider of the potentiometer 523 which is parallel to the track address circuit in series with two variable trimming resistors 524 and 525. The potentiometer 523 is preset to produce an error voltage which is
equalized by the potentiometer 310 when the arm 271 (see FIG. 15) is in its home position, thereby causing a
home position address voltage to be supplied to line 443
when relay 401 is energized.

Servomechanism Control Circuits

With further reference to FIGS. 13, 16a, 16b, 17, 18a,
18b, and 19, when the magnetic head 278 is static at an
address, the disc detent teeth 317 (FIG. 12) are locked
into the detent seat 316; and the track detent pawl 294
(FIG. 15) is locked into the track detent rod 306. During
this static condition, the disc servo error voltage and the
track error voltage are both zero, and all switches and
relays are in their normal position. When a new address
is entered into the servomechanism, a disc address error
voltage is set up by one or more of the relays 679, 680,
665, 681, 666 or 667 being energized. The disc error
voltage network (FIG. 16b) then produces a differential
voltage which is fed to the first grid 436 of the disc servo
amplifier 424 and to the first grid 460 of the disc null
amplifier 452. The disc null amplifier 452 senses the
error signal and causes relay 407 to be energized. This,
in turn, causes relay 401 to be energized after a short de-
lay of about 20 milliseconds, caused by condenser 478.
When the relay 407 picks up, contacts 521 (FIG. 16a)
are closed, which causes the input to the track servo am-
plifier 425 and the track null amplifier 453 to be switched
from the disc address error voltage circuit to the home
position address potential 253. A home address er-
ror voltage thus is produced which is fed to the track
servo amplifier 425 and the track null amplifier 453.
The track null amplifier 453 senses the error and causes
relay 408 to pick up.

A track address is next set up by energizing one or more
of the relays 686, 687, 688, 689, 682, 683, 684 and 685.
This in turn sets up the network of FIG. 16a to produce
a track error voltage at line 443 and ground. This voltage,
however, is blocked from reaching the track servo ampli-
plier 425 and the track null amplifier 453 by virtue of relay
401 being energized and n/c contacts 521 being open.
After the track address has been set up, the relay 612
(FIG. 18a) is energized, therein setting up a voltage to
the tube 396, therein causing the relay 402 to pick up
after a delay caused by condenser 490, and through the
n/o contacts 556 of relay 401 and the n/c contacts 469 of
relay 402 to the grid of amplifying tube 465, which causes
relay 406 to close its points. When relay 406 is en-

gaged, the solenoid 300 is energized, which forces air to
to the cylinder 298 (FIG. 15), causing the detent pawl
294 to be disengaged from the track detent rod 306. The
interlock actuating arm 395 causes the arm detent micro-
switch 296 to close, causing relay 404 to pick up. With
relay 404 picked up, the positive potential to the power
amplifiers 390 and 391 (FIG. 19) is partially set up
through n/c relay contacts 395 of relay 409, n/o contacts
416 of relay 403, n/o contacts 417 of relay 404, and is
completely set up when contacts 394 of relay 402 are
closed.

The track servo amplifier 425 (see FIG. 17), driven by
the home error voltage, causes the power amplifiers 390
and 391 to be driven through the n/c contacts 426a and
426b of relay 403. The error voltage for the home ad-
dress is always positive; therefore, the power amplifier
390 causes the right clutch 352 to be driven. This causes
the capstan 358 to turn to the left. The carriage is now
locked into position by the disc detent teeth 317 (FIG.
12), the arm 271 being free to move by virtue of the inter-
lock actuating arm 295 being pulled into the disengaged
position. This allows the arm 271 to be pulled in an
outboard direction to the home position by the cable 333.
As the arm 271 is pulled outward, the capstan 358 drives
the tachometer 377 to the left, which generates a positive
voltage to the second grid 437 of the track servo ampli-
plier 425 through the n/c contacts 426c of the relay 403.
At the same time, the slider of the potentiometer 310
(FIG. 16a) is moved to a more positive position, where-
in a diminishing error voltage is produced which reaches
zero at the home position. The positive voltage from the
tachometer 377 seeks to equalize the error voltage be-
cause the amplifier 424 is responsive only to the poten-
tial difference between the voltage on the first grid 436
and the second grid 437 (FIG. 17). This has a damping ef-
fect on the motion of the arm 271 as it approaches the
home address.

When the arm 271 (FIG. 15) is at the home position,
the microswitch 353 is closed by the arm 271, therein
causing relay 405 (FIG. 18a) to be picked up. In addi-
tion, the error signal to the track null amplifier 453 drops
to zero, causing the null amplifier to deenergize the relay
408 (FIG. 18a). When relay contacts 466 of relay 408 are
open, the grid circuit to tube 485 is broken, causing relay
465 to open contacts 526. With contacts 526 open, the so-
lenoid 300 closes (FIG. 15), which forces air to cause the
arm lockout pawl 290 to engage in the arm lockout seat
289. As this happens, the arm 295 is moved and the
switch 286 opens. When the pawl 290 is fully engaged
in the seat 289, the arm 295 opens the switch 297, there-
by deenergizing the hold coil of relay 404. Potential to
amplifier tubes 390 and 391 is broken by the opening of
n/c contacts 417 of relay 404, and a 150 volt pulse is sup-
plied through capacitor 436 to the grid 437 of tube 479 via
potential being applied to the resistor 491 over the circuit
n/o contacts 488 of relay 403, n/o contacts 487 of relay
401, n/o contacts 489 of relay 404, n/o contacts 490 of
relay 405. The tube 479 then transfers potentials and
energy to the solenoid 335 via line 441, solenoid 336, anode of tube 479, cathode 490 of tube 479, resistor 481, and the clutch
333 is operated, wherein the shaft 332 is allowed to rotate
one revolution, which in turn causes the shaft 328 to ro-
tate one-half revolution, thereby causing the detent teeth
317 to be withdrawn from the detent seat 316. While the
teeth 317 are fully withdrawn from the detent seat
316, the disc detent disengaged microswitch 348 is closed,
therein causing relay 405 to be picked up. When relay
405 is picked up, the circuit from the tachometer 377 is
transferred from the track servo amplifier 425 to the
disc servo amplifier 424 via contacts 403c (FIG. 17),
and the input to the power amplifiers 390 and 391 is trans-
ferred from the track servo amplifier 425 to the disc servo
amplifier 424 by relay contacts 426a and 426b, while, at
the same instant, plate potential is supplied to the tubes
390 and 391 through the n/o contacts 419 of relay 409,
n/o contacts 416 of relay 403, n/o contacts 417 of relay
404, and n/o contacts 394 of relay 402.

As the arm 271 (FIG. 15) is then locked into position
by the arm lockout pawl 290 in the arm lockout seat 289,
and the detent teeth 317 (FIG. 12) are disengaged from
the detent seat 316, the carriage 251 is moved to either
the right or the left depending upon whether the error
signal is positive or negative, thereby causing either the
right clutch 352 of the left clutch 353 to be energized.
While the carriage 251 moves towards the address posi-
tion, the output voltage of potentiometer 313 changes in
to value, and the resulting error voltage is decreased until it
is effectively zero upon reaching the address. At the
same time, a voltage from tachometer 377 is provided
to the second grid 437 of the first stage 530 of the ampli-
plier 424 (FIG. 17), which damps the output to the
driving clutch as the carriage 251 approaches the address.

Upon reaching the address, the voltage error signal
drops to zero, and relay 407 is deenergized by the disc
null amplifier 452; however, relay 407 is momentarily held
by the action of condenser 478 to insure a complete cycle of
operation.

When contacts 409 of relay 401 (FIG. 18a) are returned
to their normally closed position, a second pulse is gen-
erated through the condenser 486 to the solenoid 334
via the n/o contacts 488 of relay 403 and the n/c con-
acts 489 of relay 401, which causes the detent teeth 317
(see FIG. 12) to be brought into engagement with the
of a pulse applied to the #6 or #3 grid tap corresponding to the tube that is conducting at that time causes the trigger to reverse its condition of stability, thereby rendering the other of the two tubes conductive. It should be clear that the potential of the plate of a conducting tube is raised when that tube is cut off and, conversely, that the potential of the nonconducting tube is raised when the tube is rendered conductive. The trigger shown in FIG. 30 is reset by opening the bias line to either the #4 or #5 tap momentarily, the opening of the line to the #5 tap resulting, therefore, in resetting the trigger in such a way that the #2 tap is low and the #7 and #8 taps are high.

In FIG. 31 a similar bistable trigger is illustrated, which operates, however, under the control of positive voltages. This trigger is reset in the desired manner by momentarily opening one of the two bias lines which are normally connected to each of the #4 and #5 taps, thereby rendering the tube corresponding to the line opened conductive, and a positive voltage applied to the #3 or #6 tap corresponding to the nonconducting tube causes a reversal of the condition of stability of the trigger.

A dual inverter connected as an "and" gate is illustrated in detail in FIG. 32, the biasing of which is arranged so that both tubes are normally conducting, thereby maintaining the #8 tap of the gate normally low. The #8 tap cannot go up, therefore, unless both of the control grids of the two tubes are driven below cutoff simultaneously since the #8 tap is maintained low as long as either tube conducts.

Referring to FIG. 33, a Schmitt trigger is illustrated. Normally the #3 tap of the Schmitt trigger is at ground potential and the right-hand tube conducts. Under these conditions the cathode bias developed by the right-hand tube is sufficient to maintain the left-hand tube cut off, and as long as this condition remains at ground potential this condition persists. When, however, the #3 tap goes up, the left-hand tube conducts. When this occurs, the condition of stability of the trigger is switched, due to the regenerative action common to Schmitt triggers, thereby cutting off the right-hand tube and causing the #6 and #8 taps to rise sharply. When the #3 tap again approaches ground potential, the #6 and #8 taps drop sharply to their initial potential.

A gate tube, shown in FIG. 34, is connected as an "and" gate. The #4 and #5 taps of the gate are normally high since the tube is normally cut off due to the negative bias present on the #1 and #3 grids thereof. The gate is opened by raising the potential of the #6 tap and under these conditions positive voltages applied to either the #7 or #9 tap cause the #4 and #5 taps to drop. It will be clear, however, that the #4 and #5 taps cannot drop unless the #6 tap and either of the #7 or #9 taps are up simultaneously.

The inverter shown in FIG. 35 is normally biased below cutoff, and positive pulses of sufficient amplitude applied to the #6 tap thereof are taken from the #8 tap as negative-going pulses.

Another gate tube, similar to the gate disclosed in FIG. 34, is illustrated in FIG. 36, the #3 tap thereof being normally connected to +150 volts. The gate is normally closed, thereby maintaining the #4 tap thereof normally high due to the bias supplied to the #3 grid thereof. The gate is connected as an "and" gate, and in order for positive signals applied to the #6 tap to pass therethrough it is necessary that the potential of either of the #7 or #9 taps be raised sufficiently to open the gate. Such signals are taken from the #4 tap as negative pulses.

In FIG. 37 two tubes are connected as an "or" gate, the control grids thereof being normally biased off, thereby normally maintaining the #6 tap high. When, however, the potential of the #3 or the #5 tap goes up sufficiently to permit the corresponding tube or tubes to conduct, the #6 tap drops in potential. Thus,

Data Control Circuits

To avoid unnecessary repetition in the drawings and in that portion of the specification to follow, certain of the electronic components which are utilized repeatedly in the various circuits of the present invention are illustrated in detail only in FIGS. 30 through 31 and are described only once in the text immediately following. Since all of these components are well known in the art, it is deemed that a brief description thereof will suffice. The circuits utilized in the various components are illustrated in the such components being shown in block form, the figure in which the actual structure represented by a given block may be found being indicated in that block.

Referring now to FIG. 30, a bistable trigger, which operates on the negative-going edge of pulses applied to one of the other control grid thereof, is illustrated. The #4 and #5 taps of this trigger are each normally returned to -100 volts, and under these conditions only one of the two tubes conducts. The negative-going edge of a pulse applied to the #6 or #3 grid tap corresponding to the tube that is conducting at that time causes the trigger to reverse its condition of stability, thereby rendering the other of the two tubes conductive. It should be clear that the potential of the plate of a conducting tube is raised when that tube is cut off and, conversely, that the potential of the nonconducting tube is raised when the tube is rendered conductive. The trigger shown in FIG. 30 is reset by opening the bias line to either the #4 or #5 tap momentarily, the opening of the line to the #5 tap resulting, therefore, in resetting the trigger in such a way that the #2 tap is low and the #7 and #8 taps are high.

In FIG. 31 a similar bistable trigger is illustrated, which operates, however, under the control of positive voltages. This trigger is reset in the desired manner by momentarily opening one of the two bias lines which are normally connected to each of the #4 and #5 taps, thereby rendering the tube corresponding to the line opened conductive, and a positive voltage applied to the #3 or #6 tap corresponding to the nonconducting tube causes a reversal of the condition of stability of the trigger.

A dual inverter connected as an "and" gate is illustrated in detail in FIG. 32, the biasing of which is arranged so that both tubes are normally conducting, thereby maintaining the #8 tap of the gate normally low. The #8 tap cannot go up, therefore, unless both of the control grids of the two tubes are driven below cutoff simultaneously since the #8 tap is maintained low as long as either tube conducts.

Referring to FIG. 33, a Schmitt trigger is illustrated. Normally the #3 tap of the Schmitt trigger is at ground potential and the right-hand tube conducts. Under these conditions the cathode bias developed by the right-hand tube is sufficient to maintain the left-hand tube cut off, and as long as this condition remains at ground potential this condition persists. When, however, the #3 tap goes up, the left-hand tube conducts. When this occurs, the condition of stability of the trigger is switched, due to the regenerative action common to Schmitt triggers, thereby cutting off the right-hand tube and causing the #6 and #8 taps to rise sharply. When the #3 tap again approaches ground potential, the #6 and #8 taps drop sharply to their initial potential.

A gate tube, shown in FIG. 34, is connected as an "and" gate. The #4 and #5 taps of the gate are normally high since the tube is normally cut off due to the negative bias present on the #1 and #3 grids thereof. The gate is opened by raising the potential of the #6 tap and under these conditions positive voltages applied to either the #7 or #9 tap cause the #4 and #5 taps to drop. It will be clear, however, that the #4 and #5 taps cannot drop unless the #6 tap and either of the #7 or #9 taps are up simultaneously.

The inverter shown in FIG. 35 is normally biased below cutoff, and positive pulses of sufficient amplitude applied to the #6 tap thereof are taken from the #8 tap as negative-going pulses.
a positive pulse on either the #3 or #5 tap will cause the #5 tap to drop. A single-shot multivibrator is illustrated in FIG. 38. This component is utilized in various circuits of the presence or absence of a time constant that is determined by its particular application, as will be noted in connection with the description of each of its various uses. The right-hand tube of the single-shot normally conducts, the left-hand tube being normally cut off, and the negative-going edge of pulses applied to the #3 tap reverses this condition for a period determined by the time constants thereof. Thus, when the #3 tap drops, the #7 tap goes up and the #8 tap goes down for the period of the multivibrator.

The circuit illustrated in FIG. 39 is utilized in connection with the electronic reset circuit described later herein and illustrated in FIG. 23. This tube is utilized as a voltage regulating device and its operation will become clear in connection with the description of the electronic reset circuit.

Referring now to FIG. 40, a dual inverter connected as an "or" gate is illustrated. The input taps, i.e., the #3 and #6 taps, are capacitively coupled to the control grids of the two tubes thereof. Each of the tubes is normally biased at cutoff, thereby normally maintaining the #8 tap high. A positive pulse of sufficient amplitude applied to either the #3 or the #6 tap, however, will cause the tube corresponding thereto to conduct momentarily, thereby controlling the #8 tap to drop. Thus, whenever a positive pulse is applied to either of the #3 or #6 taps, a negative pulse is taken from the #8 tap.

The thyratron shown in FIG. 41 is normally biased sufficiently to prevent current flow therethrough. When, however, the #7 tap is raised, the tube conducts until the plate circuit is opened, at which time the thyratron is extinguished. Circuits such as this are utilized to operate various relays herein, as will become clear later.

In FIG. 42, a power tube and its associated circuitry is illustrated. This tube is normally biased below cutoff, thereby maintaining the #4 tap thereof normally high, the #3 tap being returned to ground through a suitable load. This power tube is utilized in connection with the aforementioned electronic reset circuit, and its operation will become clear later in connection with that description. It will be understood at this time, however, that when the #6 tap is raised sufficiently the tube conducts, thereby lowering the potential of the #4 tap.

Referring to FIG. 43, a power amplifier which is utilized in the write amplifier of the invention is illustrated. The #9 tap of the amplifier is connected through a load resistor to a suitable plate voltage and the #3 and #8 taps are connected to opposite ends of the winding of the read-write transducer, the center tap of said winding being grounded. As will become clear later in connection with the description of the write amplifier circuits illustrated in FIG. 25, one and only one of the two tubes of the power amplifier shown in FIG. 43 conducts at any one time, the bias applied to the control grids of these tubes being sufficient to maintain them cut off when the associated #4 or #7 is low. The #4 and #7 taps are connected to circuitry which controls the #4 tap to be low when the #7 tap is high and, conversely, controls the #7 tap to be low when the #4 tap is high. Assuming that the #7 tap is high initially, the left-hand tube of the power amplifier conducts, thereby drawing current through one-half of the transducer. When this condition is reversed due to the #4 tap going up, the right-hand tube conducts and causes the current to flow through the other half of the transducer. This results in reversing the polarity of the flux generated by the transducer due to reversal of the current flow therethrough.

In FIG. 44 a power amplifier, having output taps #3 and #4 and an input tap #9, is illustrated. The #5 tap of the amplifier is normally returned to +150 volts, and due to the negative bias provided on the control grid, it will be understood that the tube is normally cut off, thereby maintaining the #3 and #4 taps high. Positive signals applied to the #9 tap cause the tube to conduct, thereby controlling the #3 and #4 taps to drop.

In FIG. 45 the #4 tap of an inverter is normally connected to -100 volts, thereby normally maintaining the tube cut off. Under these conditions the #7 tap of the inverter is high, and when a positive signal is applied to the #8 tap thereof the #7 tap drops accordingly. Each of the tubes of an "and" gate shown in FIG. 46 is biased normally to conduct, thereby maintaining the #7 tap thereof normally low. Lowering the potential of either the #3, #6 or #8 tap has no effect on the potential of the #7 tap since the #7 tap cannot rise unless both of the tubes of the "and" gate are cut off. Thus, it is necessary to lower the potential of the #3 or #6 tap and of the #8 tap simultaneously to raise the potential of the #7 tap.

Referring to FIG. 47, a thyratron tube normally biased to prevent conduction is illustrated, the biasing being such that when the #7 tap is grounded or when the #3 tap is raised to a potential in the neighborhood of 50 volts, the thyratron will conduct and will continue to conduct until the plate circuit thereof is opened. This thyratron, like the thyratron disclosed in FIG. 41 described previously, is utilized for operating several of the various relays utilized herein.

The circuitry disclosed in FIG. 48 is connected as an "and" gate. Each of the tubes of the gate normally conducts, thereby maintaining the #7 tap normally low, and in order for a negative signal applied to the #3 tap to be taken from the #7 tap as a positive signal, it is necessary that the #5 tap be down, since cutting off only one of the two tubes cannot cause the #7 tap to go up. The #5 tap is D.C.-coupled to the control grid of the right-hand tube, the #3 tap being A.C.-coupled to the control grid of the left-hand tube, and when the potential of the #5 tap is sufficiently low to cut off the right-hand tube, it will be understood that negative impulses applied to the #3 tap may be taken from the #7 tap as positive-going pulses. When, however, the potential of the #5 tap is such that the right-hand tube of the gate is conducting, signals applied to the #3 tap have no effect on the potential of the #7 tap, it being necessary for both tubes to be cut off to affect the potential of the #7 tap.

Referring now to FIG. 49, a dual inverter, having output taps #6, #7 and #8 and input taps #3 and #5, is shown. Each of the tubes of the inverter is biased normally to conduct, and when one or both of the input taps are driven sufficiently negative to cut off the corresponding tube, the output taps associated therewith go up. These two tubes operate independently of each other and an input signal to one has no effect on the output of the other.

An A.C.-coupled power amplifier is illustrated in FIG. 50. The control grid of the tube is biased below cutoff, and only positive pulses affect the potential of the output taps, i.e., the #3 and #4 taps. The #3 and #4 taps are, therefore, normally high and are caused to drop momentarily by positive pulses applied to the #9 tap.

The circuit disclosed in FIG. 51 utilized to detect a lack of positive pulses applied to the #5 tap. Under normal conditions, as will become clear later herein, positive pulses are applied to the #5 tap, thereby controlling the left-hand tube to conduct, the left-hand tube being biased below cutoff. In this case the plate of the left-hand tube is low and the right-hand tube is biased or below cutoff, thereby maintaining the #6 tap up. In the absence of positive pulses applied to the #5 tap, however, the left-hand tube is cut off, the plate of the left-hand tube...
goes up sufficiently to control the right-hand tube to conduct, and as a result the #6 tap goes down. This condition persists in the absence of positive pulses applied to the #5 tap and when a positive pulse is again applied to the #5 tap, the #6 tap goes up. Except for a small delay caused by a condenser "R", connected between the plate of the left-hand tube and ground, it will be clear that the #6 tap is high only as long as the positive pulses are applied to the #5 tap.

The operation of the machine of the invention is shown and described as being under the control of a record card punch of the type described in U.S. Letters Patent No. 2,647,581 issued in the name of Gardinor et al. It should be understood that the invention is not limited to use with such a machine and that said machine is included herein solely to permit the more comprehensive description of the operation and utilization of the invention. Modifications necessary to adapt the invention for use with other types of control units more suited to the demands of a particular installation will be obvious to those familiar with the art. The control circuits disclosed and described in the above mentioned Letters Patent have been reproduced herein (see FIGS. 20a through 20d); however, it will be noted that they have been modified by the inclusion of additional structure to adapt them to control the magnetic memory storage system of the invention. Structure shown in the present drawings which is taken directly from the drawings of the patent has been identified by like reference numerals, such reference numerals being preceded by the letter G to avoid confusion with similar reference numerals used to identify the various portions of the present invention. In this way the patent may be readily referred to, thereby avoiding unnecessary repetition of the description of the card punch.

Referring now to FIG. 25, a selector switch 608 having two ganged decks 600a and 600b is provided to permit a selection by the operator of the desired mode of operation. The first position 601 of the switch 608 enables the machine and will be referred to as the "off" position. The second position 602 energizes the circuit which permits the card punch to operate in the normal fashion as taught in the aforementioned Gardinor patent. The next three positions 603, 604 and 605 permit selection of one of three "read-out" modes, as will become clear hereinafter. The sixth position 606 conditions the machine for the "read-in" mode of operation, and the seventh position 607 is the "sequential scan" mode.

Since it is felt that the machine of the invention may be best explained by means of a functional description, it will be assumed that the punched information contained in the last 75 columns of a record card is to be stored in the magnetic file at a location defined by an address punched in the first 5 columns of the card. The card is first placed in the card hopper of the punch and the selector switch 608 is set to position 602, the normal punch position. The card is then advanced from the hopper to the pin sensing station as taught in the aforementioned patent. When the selector switch 608 is in position 602, a relay 609 is energized which, as will become clear as this description proceeds, connects the circuits of the punch in the normal manner. Now, since it is desired to utilize the address mode of operation, the selector switch is moved to the position 606, thereby energizing two relays 609 and 611 and de-energizing the relay 609.

The address at which the information in the card is to be stored is recorded in the first 5 columns of the card, and as the card is advanced column by column past the sensing pins of the punch, the address is sensed thereby and is entered into relay storage for controlling the servo mechanism to position the master head under the selected track of the desired disc, as was explained earlier herein.

A program card (FIG. 55) is provided on the program drum of the punch for controlling various operations herein, and the uses of the various rows thereof will be explained in connection with the particular structure with which they are associated. To resume the description, it will be recalled that the card is initially positioned with the first column thereof at the pin sensing station and, in order to sense the first information in the first column, it is necessary to initiate a punch cycle in which both the punch cycle that the sense pins are actuated to sense the data punched in a given column. Additionally, since it is desired to read the card before it escapes to the next column, it is necessary to energize the punch clutch magnet G-204 (FIG. 20d) without energizing the escape magnet G-104 (FIG. 20c). Such an operation is initiated by a "false punch cycle." A false punch cycle, therefore, merely causes the machine to go through a punch cycle without escapement of the record card to the next column. It is for this reason that a zero punch in the first column of the program card (FIG. 55) is provided. Since the zero punch in the first column of the program card is moved under the zero star wheel G-245 when the first column of the record card is moved to the sensing position, the zero punch in the program card causes the zero program contacts C-245 (FIG. 20a) to close, which, in turn, releases the tube G-714 conductive. When G-714 conducts, the relay R-262 is energized, thereby closing its c contacts and completing the circuit to the relay G-72, which results in closing the a contacts of G-72 and grounding the control grid of the tube G-245. When the control grid of G-77 is grounded, G-77 conducts and a closed circuit in detail in FIG. G-78 is energized since the circuit breaker contacts which are under the control of the cam G-101 are closed at this time. Energization of the punch clutch magnet G-204 initiates a punch cycle which causes the sense pins to read the information punched in the first column of the record card.

Referring now to FIG. 25, it will be seen that the sense pins G-223 are connected by a group of lines designated generally as 610 through the n/o contacts a through l (FIG. 21) of the relay 611 to the corresponding armatures associated with the contacts a through l of a relay 612. It will be seen that under these conditions the sense pins G-223 associated with the numerals 0 through 9 and connected through the n/o contacts c through l of the relay 612 to the #7 taps of ten thyratron tubes 613 through 622, only a portion of which are shown in the drawings. These tubes have been described earlier herein, and the #3 tap of each of the thyratrons 613 through 622 is connected to one side of a corresponding relay 623 through 632, respectively, the other side of each of these relays being connected to ground. It should now be clear that when the selector switch 608 is in the sixth or read-in position 606, the relay 611 is energized, and when the relay 612 is energized, one side of the sense pins G-223 is connected to the #7 taps of the corresponding thyratrons 613 through 622.

The plates, i.e., the #5 taps, of the thyratrons 613 through 622 (FIG. 21) are connected through a common line 633 and through a pair of circuit breaker contacts 634 to +50 volts. A cam 635 is provided to control the circuit breaker contacts 634, the cam being driven by the shaft G-196 that drives the cam G-711 through G-0, and it will be understood that the contacts 634 are closed during the first portion of each punch cycle, thereby supplying +50 volts to the positive plate of the thyratrons 613 through 622 at this time. A short time later in the cycle, the contacts 634 are again opened to thereby open the plate circuit of the thyratrons. Various of the contacts of the relays 623 through 632 are arranged in a matrix which is adapted to convert the decimal input thereinto into binary coded values of 1, 2, 4 and 8, respectively. When, for example, a 1 hole in the record card is sensed by the sense pins, the relays 611 and 612 being energized, the #1 tap of the thyratron
621 is grounded through the #1 pin contacts G-223, thereby causing the thyatron 621 to conduct and energizing the relay 631. When relay 631 picks up, its a contacts stay closed and the line 638 is connected through these contacts to one side of the n/o a contacts of a relay 642 through a line 643.

The relay 642 (FIG. 22b) is connected between +50 volts and one side of the n/o a contacts of a relay 644, the other side of which is connected through the n/m contacts of the relay 612, through the n/o m contacts of the relay 611, and through a pair of circuit breaker contacts 645 to ground, the contacts 645 being under the control of a cam 646 mounted on and driven by the same shaft which drives the other punch cams. The relay 644 (FIG. 25) is connected between +50 volts and one side of a circuit breaker 647, the other side of which is grounded. The circuit breaker 647 is controlled by a cam 648 which is driven by the punch cam drive shaft G-196, and when the contacts of the circuit breaker 647 are closed by the action of the cam 648, as they are during each punch cycle, the relay 644 is energized.

When the circuit breaker contacts 645 (FIG. 22b) are closed, the circuit of the cam 646 and when the contacts 646 (FIG. 25) are closed by the cam 648, the various contacts of the relays 611 and 612 are transferred at this time, as will become clear later herein, the relay 642 (FIG. 22b) is picked up, said relay being arranged to close when the contacts of relay 645 are again opened. (See FIG. 56 for timing of the various contacts of relay 642.) Energization of the relay 642 closes its a contacts (FIG. 21) and thereby places 50 volts on the line 643, and, since in the present example it has been assumed that the sense pins have read a 1 in the first column of the record card, the line 638 has a potential of 50 volts at this time.

Each of the lines 638 through 641 is connected through the n/c a, b, c, and d contacts respectively of a relay 649 (FIG. 22a) to the corresponding a, b, c, and d contacts of a rotor 651 of a stepping switch 652. When the rotor 651 is in its primary home position, i.e., when the a, b, c, and d contacts are in engagement with the a, b, c, and d contacts of the contact row 654 of the rotor of the stepping switch, the line 638 is connected through a line 657 to one side of each of two relays 658 and 661, the line 639 being connected through a line 660 to one side of each of two relays 659 and 662 and the other side of each of the relays 658, 659, 661, and 662 being grounded. The relays 658 and 659 are of the latch type and are utilized for temporary storage of the first digit of an address, which digit defines the record or sector of a track into or from which information is to be entered or taken. The relays 661 and 662 are not latch relays and are picked up only momentarily during the period that the a contacts of the relay 642 are closed. These last mentioned relays are utilized to enter the record portion of an address into the locator circuits, as will be described later herein.

The a, b, c, and d contacts of the second row 663 of the stator are connected to one side of the corresponding one of four latch type relays 665 through 668, respectively, the other side of these relays being grounded. Similarly, the a, b, c, and d contacts of the third through tenth rows 669 through 676 of the stator are connected to a corresponding latch type relay 678 through 709. The relays 665 through 668 are utilized to store the second digit of an address and the relays 678 through 681 are provided for storing the third digit of an address, the second and third digits defining the disc number as previously described. The fourth and fifth digits of the address, defined by the track number, are stored in the relays 682 through 689 in a similar manner. The relays 690 through 709 corresponding to the stator rows 672 through 676 are provided for storage of an additional five digits for use as may be desired, as will become clear. Thus, as the rotor 651 is stepped around the stator, the lines 638 through 641 of the recording matrix are successively connected to the corresponding groups of the various storage relays. Since each of these relays in the address storage unit is of the latch type with the exception of relays 661 and 662, each of the digits entered via the sense pins is stored in these relays until their latch windings, indicated as a single winding 711, are energized.

The coil 712 (FIG. 22b) of the stepping switch is connected between +50 volts and one side of the n/o b contacts of the relay 644, and it will be understood that while the relay 642 is energized the coil 712 is off. The stepping switch is also energized; however, the rotor of the stepping switch is not advanced until deenergization of the coil 712. Thus, during each punch cycle, both the relay 642 and the coil 712 of the stepping switch are energized, thereby entering the binary coded digit stored in the various contacts of the relays 623 to 626 inclusive (FIG. 21) into certain of the address storage relays 658 through 709 (FIG. 22a) corresponding to the rotor position, and when the circuit breaker contacts 645 (FIG. 22b) are again opened the rotor 651 is advanced to the next successive position.

As was mentioned above, the relays 669 and 611 (FIG. 25) are energized when the selector switch 609 is in the sixth position 606. Another relay, the relay 612 (FIG. 22a) mentioned earlier, is connected between ground and one side of a circuit breaker 713, the other side of which is connected to +50 volts. The circuit breaker 713 is under control of a cam 714 which is secured to and driven by the shaft G-33 that drives the card feed or CF cams disclosed in the aforementioned patent, and during each card feed cycle it should be clear that the card feed cam 714 closes the circuit breaker 713 to energize the relay 612. The relay 612 is of the latch type and its associated contacts are latched in their transferred condition while the first 5 columns of the card are being read, as will become clear. Another relay 715 (FIG. 25) is connected between +50 volts and ground by means of the circuit completed through the n/o n contacts of the relay 611, the n/o m contacts of the relay 612, and through the circuit breaker contacts 647. The relay 715 is also of the latch type, and when during the first punch cycle the cam 648 closes the circuit breaker 647, the contacts of the relay 715 are picked up and are latched in their transferred condition since at this time the contacts 611 n and 612 n are transferred. Punch cycles which cause the escapement of the record card to successive columns, as well as the entry and exit of information read into and out of the magnetic file, are under the control of a timing or clock track recorded on the disc 374 (FIG. 9) which is mounted on and driven by the shaft 211 upon which the other storage discs 228 are mounted. The clock track comprises a plurality of prearranged, magnetically recorded signals which are sensed by the transducer 373, and the resultant pulses, referred to hereinafter as clock pulses, are utilized to control both the card punch and the timing of data entry and exit into and out of the file, as will be explained. The clock track is divided into four sectors A, B, C and D (see FIG. 7), upon each of which is recorded 600 clock pulses, each clock pulse defining with respect to time a physical location on each of the records lying in a corresponding sector at which a binary bit may be recorded. The adjoining edges of the A and D sectors are spaced apart a distance equivalent to 130 clock pulses. The gap or lack of clock pulses between the A and D sectors is utilized to generate a signal called a reference mark which signifies that the succeeding clock pulses to be generated by the clock track are associated with the A, B, C and D sectors, respectively.

The winding 718 (FIG. 24) of the transducer 373 is suitably connected to an amplifier, the center tap of the winding being connected to ground and the opposite end thereof being connected through two lines 719 and 720.
to the control grids of two vacuum tubes 721 and 722, respectively. The tubes 721 and 722 are connected in a well known manner as a push-pull amplifier arranged to minimize the effect of noise signals picked up. The output of the tubes 721 and 722 is arranged to drive three successive stages of push-pull amplification comprising the circuits 733 through 736 and the output of the tubes 727 and 728 is coupled to the control grids of two tubes 729 and 730, respectively, of a clipping stage. The tubes 729 and 730 are connected as a cathode follower, the cathodes thereof being connected together and returned through a resistor 731 to 100 volts. Additionally, each of the tubes 729 and 730 is biased sufficiently below cutoff to prevent noise signals that may appear on their control grids from passing therethrough to insure that only actual clock pulses sensed by the transducer are taken from the cathodes thereof. The non-return-to-zero form of recording is utilized herein and, therefore, both position and negative-going pulses are generated at the transducer. Since, however, the signals applied to the opposite halves of each stage of the read amplifier are 180° out of phase, and since each half of the clipping stage is biased below cutoff, it will be understood that each clock pulse generated, whether it be positive or negative, is taken from a line 732 connected to the cathodes of the tubes 729 and 730 as a positive pulse.

The clock pulses taken from the line 732 are applied to the #3 tap of a Schmitt trigger 735 (FIG. 23a) of the type shown in detail in FIG. 35. The Schmitt trigger 735 is provided to improve the waveform of the clock pulses, and when and as long as the #3 tap thereof is up, the #6 tap thereof is also up. The output, i.e., tap #6, is connected to the #5 tap of a detector 736 (FIG. 51), and it is the function of this detector to detect the gap in the clock track, i.e., to detect the reference marks. As long as clock pulse are applied to the #5 tap of the detector 736, the condenser 737 is charged sufficiently negative to maintain the right-hand tube thereof cut off and thereby maintain the #6 tap thereof high. When, however, the gap in the clock track is sensed by the transducer 373, the condenser 737 discharges sufficiently to turn on the right-hand tube of the detector 736 to conduct, thereby lowering the potential of the #6 tap for the duration of the gap. The #6 tap is coupled to the #3 tap of another Schmitt trigger 738 which is identical to the Schmitt trigger 735, and the output tap #6 thereof is connected through an inverter 739 (FIG. 45) to the #9 tap of a gate 740 (FIG. 34). The positive-going reference marks which are applied to the #9 tap of the gate 740 are normally prevented from passing therethrough since the #6 tap thereof is normally connected through the 9 contacts of the relay 612 to ground, which maintains this gate closed.

The #6 tap of the gate 740 (FIG. 23a) is additionally connected through the n/o p contacts of the relay 612, through the n/o a contacts of the relay 715 and through the n/c a contacts of a relay 741 to +150 volts. Thus, when the relays 612 and 715 are latched in their transferred condition, as they are while the first 5 columns of the record card are being read into storage, and when the relay 741 is in the condition shown, the gate 749 is opened and the positive reference marks applied to the #9 tap thereof pass therethrough.

The #4 tap of the gate 740 is connected to the #3 tap of a single-shot multivibrator 742 of the type shown in FIG. 38, the #7 tap thereof being connected to the #3 tap of an "or" gate 743 (FIG. 37). The single shot multivibrator 742 is controlled by the leading edge of each reference mark applied to the #3 tap thereto to generate a 20-millisecond positive-going pulse. The output of the "or" gate 743 is connected to the multivibrator 744 (FIG. 44), the #3 tap of which is connected to the control grid 745 of a tube 746. The tube 746 is biased at cutoff and since the output of the power amplifier 744 is positive in form, the tube 746 is rendered conductive for 20 milliseconds by the leading edge of each reference mark to pass through the gate 740. A relay 747 connected in the plate circuit of the tube 746 is energized when said tube conducts. Thus, as long as the gate 740 is open, the relay 747 is picked up by each reference mark taken from the clock track (FIG. 20c). It will be noted that one side of the escape armature contacts G-107a is connected to the control grid of the tube G-T3, the other side of the contacts G-107a being connected through the n/c a contacts of the relay 608 and through the n/o a contacts of the relay 747 to ground. Thus, each reference mark to pass through the gate 740 (FIG. 23a) grounds one side of the escape armature contacts G-107a for a short period, and thereby momentarily grounds the control grid of the tube G-T4 through the n/c d contacts of the relay G-R34, through the n/c e contacts of the relay G-R23, and through the n/c e contacts of the relay G-R22. When the control grid of tube G-T4 is grounded, G-T4 conducts and the escape magnet G-104 is energized, the circuit breaker contacts G-P1 being closed at this time (see FIG. 56).

It will be recalled that when the escape magnet G-104 is energized, the escape armature contacts G-107a are closed, thus grounding the grid of the tube G-T3 to render it conductive and energizing the pick coil of the relay G-R22 which is located in the plate circuit of G-T3. Energization of G-R22 opens its c contacts, thereby causing the tube G-T4 to cut off and resulting in the deenergization of the escape magnet and the reopening of the escape armature contacts G-107a. When the escape magnet G-104 is energized, the record card is controlled to escape to the next column. It should also be noted that the relay G-R22 is deenergized when the escape magnet G-104 is deenergized, since at this time the contacts G-107a are open and the negative-going period that the relay G-R22 is energized, the grid of the tube G-T7 is connected through the d contacts of the relay G-R22 to ground, thereby biasing the tube G-T7 to conduct, which results in the energization of the punch clutch magnet G-204, thereby causing a punch cycle. Again, when the punch clutch magnet G-204 is energized, the sense pins are controlled to read the information punched in the next column of the record card. Thus, each reference mark to pass through the gate 740 (FIG. 23a) causes escapement together with a punch cycle as described.

It will be recalled that the reference marks pass through the gate 740 (FIG. 23b) only as long as both of the relays 612 and 715 are latched in their transferred condition. It will be noted that the circuitry with which the #3 program contacts G-246 (FIG. 20d) are associated has been altered to the extent that when the relay 608 is deenergized, one side of the #3 program contacts is connected through the n/c b contacts of the relay 608 to +50 volts and that the other side thereof is connected through the n/c e contacts of the relay 608 to one side of the latch winding of the relay 612, the other side of the latch winding of the relay 612 being connected through the circuit breaker associated with the cam G-P3 to ground. Thus, when this circuit breaker is closed by the cam G-P3 and when the #3 program contacts G-246 are closed, the latch winding of the relay 612 is energized and the contacts associated therewith are returned to their normal position.

The program card (FIG. 55) on the program drum is provided with a #3 punch in the 5th column, and while the record card is being advanced by the 5th reference mark from the 5th column to the 6th column, the #3 star wheel senses the punch in the 5th column of the program card at the top of a potential reference mark to pass through the relay 612, which results in opening its p contacts (FIG. 23b) and accordingly closing the gate 740. When the gate 740 is closed, as described above, the first 5 columns of the record card have been read by the sense pins and
have been entered into the address space at relays 658 through 689. Thus, during the first 5 columns, the escapement of the record card and the corresponding punch cycles are under the control of the reference marks, and when the card is advanced from the 5th to the 6th column the escapement reference marks are prevented from therefor causing an escapement in this manner. Since the coil 712 (FIG. 22b) of the stepping switch is energized during each punch cycle through the m contacts of the relay 612, the unlatching of the relay 612 after the 5th column is read prevents further advancement of the rotor 651 in this manner since at this time the m contacts of the relay 612 are opened.

While the record card is being advanced by the punch cycle resulting from the 5th reference mark to the 6th column, the #3 program contacts G-246 sense the #3 punch provided in the 5th column of the program card and at this time the latch coil of the relay 612 is energized, thereby permitting its associated contacts to return to their normal position. This results in connecting the various sense pins G-223 through the n/c contacts a through l of the relay 612 (FIG. 21) and through a group of lines designated generally for the reference numeral 759 to one side of relays 751 through 762 (FIG. 54), respectively, after the 5th column of the record card has been read into the address storage unit and before the 6th column is read. The other sides of the relays 751 through 762 are connected to +50 volts. Thus, during the punch cycle initiated by the 5th reference mark and after the associated escapement, the sense pins read the 6th column of the record card and enter that information into the relays 751 through 762.

Each of the relays 751 through 762 is provided with a hold coil 751h through 762h, one side of which is connected to the n/o a contacts of the associated relay 751 through 762 to ground, the other contacts of the hold coil being connected by a line 763 through the contacts of the circuit breaker 634 (FIG. 21) to +50 volts. The circuit breaker 634 is in the control of the cam 635 and the cam 635 closes the circuit breaker 634, the hold coils 751h through 762h (FIG. 54) corresponding to pick coils 751 through 762 which are connected to grounded sense pins are energized. In this way the contacts of the relays 751 through 762 which correspond to holes punched in the 6th column of the record card are transferred and are held in their transferred condition until the cam 635 (FIG. 21) again opens the contacts of the circuit breaker 634. These contacts are transferred and are held in their transferred condition until the cam 635 (FIG. 21) again opens the contacts of the circuit breaker 634.

The various contacts of the relays 751 through 762 (FIG. 54) are arranged in a well known manner to convert the information taken from the record card, which is recorded in the well known IBM code, to a seven-bit binary code for storage in the magnetic file. It will be seen that each of the output lines 764 through 769 which have the binary coded values of 1, 2, 4, 8, Z and 0, respectively, is normally connected through the normally closed contacts of the various aforementioned relays 751 through 762 to -175 volts. When one or more of these relays is energized, however, according to the coded information sensed in the record card, certain of the associated contacts are opened, thereby disconnecting the -175 volts supply from predetermined output lines 764 through 769 determined by the rules of conversion. For example, if a 3 is sensed in the card, the relay 756 is picked up, and the b, c, d, e and f contacts thereof are transferred. A 3 is equal to a 1 and a 2 in binary form, and the lines 764 and 765 are disconnected from -175 volts. This, as will be seen from the diagram, transfers the bias from corresponding stages of a shift register. Other coded characters taken from the record card are converted to binary form in a similar manner.

In addition to converting the information to binary form, certain contacts of the relays 751 through 762 are arranged to enter a check bit to the shift register, where necessary, to provide the binary coded form of each character entered therein with an odd number of bits. The purpose of the check bit is well known and need not be further explained, and it is felt that it is necessary only to point out that each character is provided with an odd number of bits before coded in binary form. Thus, as in the prior example, when a 3 is sensed in the record card by the sense pins, the relay 756 is energized, and since a 3 has an even number of bits when coded in binary form, it will be understood that it is desired that a check bit be provided in this case. When the contacts of the relay 756 are transferred, more specifically, when the contacts 756a to 756f inclusive are transferred, it will be noted that the opening of the a contacts of a relay 771 disconnects the line 770 from -175 volts, thereby entering the necessary check bit into the shift register to provide the shift register with an odd number of bits.

It is desired that the relay 771 be picked up only momentarily to thereby permit only a momentary opening of its a contacts, and for this reason one side of the relay 771 is connected through a resistor 772 to +150 volts, the resistor being bypassed by a condenser 773, and the other side of the relay 771 being connected through the n/o a contacts of a relay 775, through the n/o c contacts of a relay 776, and through the n/o c contacts of the relay 644 to ground. It will be recalled that the relay 644 (FIG. 25) is energized by the closing of the circuit breaker 647, the cam 648 being arranged to close the contacts of circuit breaker 647 during each punch cycle. The relay 775 (FIG. 25) is connected between -50 volts and through the parallel, n/o a contacts of three relays 777, 778 and 779 to ground, and it is sufficient here to note that the relays 777, 778 and 779 are not energized when operating on the read-in mode and that, therefore, the relay 75 is not energized at this time. The relay 776 (FIG. 25) is connected between +50 volts and through the n/o a contacts of a relay 780 to ground. The relay 780 is not energized when the selector switch is on the read-in mode and, therefore, the relay 776 is not energized during read-in. Thus, each time the circuit breaker 647 is closed while on read-in, the relay 644 is energized and its c contacts (FIG. 54) are closed, thereby grounding one side of the relay 771. Prior to this time, the condenser 773 charges to +150 volts, the time constant of the condenser 773 and the resistor 772 being arranged to permit only a momentary energization of the relay 771 when the c contacts of the relay 644 are transferred. As soon as the condenser 773 is discharged, the relay 771 drops out. Thus, it will be seen that the check bit line 770 is disconnected from -175 volts only during the momentary energization of the relay 771.

As explained above, the first column of the record card which contains the first digit of the address is read into the address storage relays 658 and 661 (FIG. 22a) during a false punch cycle caused by the zero punch in the first column of the program card. The next four columns, which contain the last four digits of the address, are successively entered into the corresponding address storage relays 658 through 678 and 678 through 699 under control of reference marks generated by the clock track. It should be noted here that the reference marks of the program card (FIG. 22a), a latch relay, which is connected between ground and one side of the circuit breaker 713, is energized and latched down during each card feed cycle and, therefore, that its contacts are latched in their transferred condition prior to the time that the record card is positioned with the first column thereof at the sensing station. The latch
winding 741L (FIG. 226) of the relay 741 (FIG. 22a) is connected between the f contact of the primary home row of contacts 654 of the stator and +50 volts, the f contact of the rotor 651 being connected through the n/o b contacts of the relay 741 to ground. Each of the remaining f contacts of the stator is connected through 782 and through the intermarker contacts 783 (FIG. 22b) of the coil 712 of the stepping switch to one side of the coil 712. While the relay 741 is latched down, it will be understood that the rotor of the stepping switch is advanced step by step to its primary home position, at which time the latch coil 741L is energized and the rotor is positioned with respect to the contacts of the row 654 of the stator. Thus, the contacts of the relay 741 remain transferred until the rotor reaches its primary home position.

When the relay 741 is latched down, its a contacts (FIG. 23b) are open and the gate 749 is closed to prevent the passage of reference marks therethrough until the rotor is in its home position. During the interval that the rotor is being homed, it is also desired to prevent the above described initial false punch cycle since the data taken from the first column of the record card is to be entered into the address storage relays 658 and 661 which are associated with the primary home position of the rotor.

Referring to FIG. 20d, it will be seen that one side of the zero program contacts is serially connected through the n/c b contacts of the relays 777, 778 and 779, which relays are not energized on read-in, and through the n/c c contacts of the relay 741 to the control grid of the tube G-114. When the relay 741 is latched down, therefore, the control grid of tube G-114 cannot be grounded through the zero program contacts and a false punch cycle cannot, therefore, take place under the control of the zero program contacts until the rotor of the stepping switch reaches its primary home position. When the relay 741 is latched down, therefore, the punch cycle is initiated and the first column address data is entered into the storage relays 659 and 661. Also at this time the gate 749 is opened, thereby permitting the passage of reference marks therethrough. As explained above, the 5th reference mark advances the record card to position 6 of the primary sensing station and additionally enters the information recorded in the 6th column into the recorder relays 751 through 762 for entry into the shift register.

The shift register is illustrated in FIG. 27 and comprises 4 stages, each of which includes two bistable triggers of the type illustrated in FIG. 30. The output lines 764 through 770 from the coder shown in FIG. 34 are connected to the b taps of a corresponding trigger 791 through 797, respectively. Each of the triggers 791 through 797 is reset at the end of the punch cycle initiated and the first column address data is entered into the recorder relays 751 through 762 for entry into the shift register.

Each of the lines 764 through 770 is normally connected to +175 volts through the recorder matrix shown in FIG. 54, and it will be clear that when one or more of these lines is opened, the corresponding transistor is caused to conduct in the normal condition of stable bias. Thus, when information has been entered from the record card into the relays 751 through 762, it is recorded and entered into the triggers 791 through 797 (FIG. 27) since the b tap of the corresponding trigger goes up when the associated line 764 through 770 is disconnected from the +175 volt supply, and is therefore in connection with the recording matrix. To resume with the example discussed earlier, when the cor. a was entered from the card into the relays 751 through 762 (FIG. 54), each of the lines 764 and 765 was disconnected from the +175 volt supply. This results in the b tap of the triggers 791 and 792 (FIG. 27), respectively, being raised. Additionally, when the relay 771 (FIG. 54) is energized, the b tap of the trigger 797 (FIG. 27) goes up to enter the check bit in the shift register. It will now be assumed that data read from the 6th column of the record card plus a check bit, where necessary, is entered in the triggers 791 through 797, and such data remains there until the machine is ready to enter it into the magnetic storage unit.

At the proper time, which time will be explained shortly, shift pulses which are derived from the aforementioned clock pulses are entered into the shift register through a line 798 (FIG. 27) and are applied to the b tap of a power amplifier 799 (disclosed in detail in FIG. 44). These shift pulses, negative-going in form, are taken from the b and c taps of the tube 799 as positive-going pulses. The b tap of the tube 799 is connected to the b taps of the triggers 791 through 797, and also to the b tap of another trigger 800. It was explained above that the b taps of the triggers 791 through 797 are normally low but that when a bit is stored therein, the corresponding b taps are high. The b tap of each of the triggers 791 through 797 is connected to the b tap of an associated trigger 801 through 807, each of these triggers being reset in the same manner in which the triggers 791 through 797 are reset. Thus, the negative-going edge of each shift pulse applied to the b taps of the triggers 791 through 797 causes those of these triggers having data stored therein to reverse their condition of stability, the b taps of such triggers being controlled to drop at this time. It will be assumed that when one of the various shift register triggers has a bit stored therein, it is "on" and, conversely, it is "off" when no bit is stored therein.

When one or more of the triggers 791 through 797 is turned off by the negative-going edge of a shift pulse applied to the b tap thereof, the corresponding triggers 801 through 807 are turned on.

The shift pulses taken from the b tap of the amplifier 799 are applied to the b tap of a similar power amplifier 808, the b tap of which is connected to the b taps of the triggers 801 through 807. The shift pulses taken from the b tap of the amplifier 808 are 180° out of phase with the shift pulses taken from the b tap of the amplifier 799. The negative-going edge of each such pulse is arranged to turn off all of the triggers 801 through 807 that are on at that time. Thus, it will be seen that the leading edge of a shift pulse applied to the b taps of the triggers 791 through 797 transfers bits stored therein to the corresponding trigger 801 through 807 and one-half shift pulse later the triggers 801 through 807 containing such transferred bits are turned off. When one of the triggers 801 through 807 is turned off, the next succeeding trigger 791 through 796 or 800 is turned on since the b taps of the triggers 801 through 807 are connected to the b taps of the next succeeding triggers 791 through 796 and 800, respectively.

The b taps of the trigger 800 is connected through a line 811 to the write amplifier (FIG. 26). The b tap of the trigger 800 (FIG. 27) is normally high; however, when a bit is stored therein, said tap is low. Thus, a binary coded pulse train corresponding to the character read from the record card and entered into the shift register is taken from the b tap of the trigger 800 and is fed through the line 811 to the write amplifier when shift pulses are applied to the b tap of the amplifier 799.

Thus far, it has been shown how information is read from the 6th column of the card into the triggers 791 through 797 of the shift register, at which location this information remains until such time as the shift it serially therefrom into the write amplifier. It will be understood that it is not desired to shift information out of the shift register until the transducers are located adjacent the correct track of the proper magnetic
When the servomechanism described previously locates the proper track, it will be recalled that the relay contacts 526, 527, 528 and 529 (FIG. 18b) of the relays 404, 401, 405 and 402 are all closed, thereby connecting +50 volts to the line 812.

Referring now to FIG. 23a, it will be seen that the line 812 from the servo is connected to the #6 tap of a trigger 813 (disclosed in detail in FIG. 31). Since the line 812 is connected to +50 volts when the transducer is positioned adjacent the desired track, the #6 tap of the trigger 813 goes up sufficiently to reverse the condition of stability of said trigger, at this time, thereby causing the #8 tap thereof to drop in potential. The trigger 813 is reset by removing the bias from the #9 tap thereof each card feed cycle in such a way that the #8 tap thereof is initially high. A relay 814 (FIG. 22a) connected between ground and the circuit breaker contacts 713 is energized each card feed cycle due to the action of the cam 714. One side of the a contacts (FIG. 25) of the relay 814 is connected through the armature and contacts of the second deck 698 of the selector switch to -100 volts, the other side being connected through a line 817 to the #4 tap of the trigger 813. Thus, during each card feed cycle the trigger 813 is reset to the #4 tap thereof. The #8 tap of the trigger 813 is reset to the #4 tap thereof, high, due to the opening of the a contacts of the relay 814. Also, said trigger is reset each time the selector switch 660 is moved to a new position. The #8 tap of the trigger 813 (FIG. 23a) is connected to the #3 tap of a trigger 815 (FIG. 23b) (disclosed in detail in FIG. 30). The #7 tap of the trigger 815 is normally low since the trigger is reset by disconnecting the 100-volt normally connected to the #4 tap thereof each card feed cycle, the #4 tap being connected to -100 volts by means of the line 817. Thus, when the track-located signal causes the #8 tap of the trigger 813 to drop, the trigger 815 reverses its condition of stability, thereby raising the #7 tap thereof. The #3 tap of the trigger 815 is connected to the #9 tap (FIG. 23b) of a gate tube 816 (disclosed in detail in FIG. 34), and as long as the #7 tap of the trigger 815 is high, the gate tube 816 is open to permit passage of positive signals applied to the #8 tap thereof.

It will be recalled that reference marks are taken from the #7 tap of the tube 739 (FIG. 23a) and are applied to the #9 tap of the gate tube 740 (FIG. 23b). The #7 tap of the gate tube 740 is connected both to the #9 tap thereof through a voltage-dropping resistor, and to the #6 tap of the gate 816, and reference marks are therefore applied to the #6 tap of the gate 816. As long as the gate 816 is open, reference marks pass therethrough and are taken from the #5 tap thereof as negative-going pulses. The #6 tap of the gate tube 816 is connected to the #6 tap of a trigger 818, the #2 tap of which is connected through a line 819 to the #6 tap of a gate tube 838 (FIG. 23a) (disclosed in detail in FIG. 34). The detailed circuit diagram of the trigger 818 (FIG. 23b) is disclosed in FIG. 30, and said trigger is reset in the same manner in which the triggers 813 and 815 are reset. Thus, when the trigger 818 is reset, the #2 tap thereof is low and the negative-going edge of the first reference mark generated after the track-located signal reverses the condition of stability thereof, thereby raising the potential of the #2 tap. The #2 tap remains high until after the 80th column of the card has been read, as will be explained later. It was noted above that the pulses from the clock track are taken from the #6 tap of the Schmitt trigger 735 (FIG. 23a), which tap, in addition to being connected to the #5 tap of the detector 736, is connected to the #9 tap of the gate 829, and it will be understood that as long as the gate 829 is open, as it is from the time of the first reference mark after the track-located signal until the 80th column of the card has been read, the clock pulses pass therethrough and are taken from a line 821 connected to the #5 tap thereof. Thus, when, but not until, the first reference mark after the track-located signal has been generated, clock pulses are taken from the #5 tap of the gate 829 through the line 821, which line is connected to the #3 and #6 taps of a trigger 822 (FIG. 29) which comprises a portion of the locator circuits to be described later herein.

The clock pulses taken from the #6 tap of the trigger 735 (FIG. 23a) are also applied to the #5 tap of an inverter tube 823 (shown in detail in FIG. 45), the #7 tap of which is connected to the #9 tap of the gate 824 (shown in detail in FIG. 34). When the #6 tap of the gate 824 is high, clock pulses applied to the #9 tap thereof are taken from the line 798 connected to the #4 tap and are applied to the #9 tap of the amplifier 799 of the shift register (FIG. 27). The #7 tap of the gate tube 816 (FIG. 23b), which tap is connected to the #9 tap thereof through a voltage-dropping resistor, is connected to the #6 tap of a gate tube 826 (FIG. 23a) (disclosed in detail in FIG. 36). Thus, the gate 826 is opened by the track-located signal since the #6 tap thereof goes up when the #7 tap of the trigger 815 goes up, and this occurs, it will be recalled, when the proper track has been located by the servo.

Referring now to FIG. 29, the locator circuits generally comprise a divide-by-8 counter, a divide-by-75 counter and a divide-by-4 counter. The #5 tap of the gate 820 (FIG. 23a) is connected to the #3 tap of the gate 822 (FIG. 29), which is divided into three stages of the divide-by-8 counter, the remaining stages comprising triggers 827 and 828. The #4 tap of each of the triggers 822, 827 and 828 is connected through a line 830 to one side of the c/c contacts (FIG. 25) of the relay 814, and since the relay 814 is energized during each card feed cycle the triggers 822, 827 and 828 (FIG. 29) are reset each card feed cycle in such a way that the #8 taps thereof are initially low, the #2 tap of the trigger 828 being initially high. The divide-by-8 counter is of a well known variety, and it will be understood that the leading negative-going edge of each 8th clock pulse supplied thereto through the line 821 causes the #2 tap of the trigger 828 to rise in potential. Similarly, for a purpose to be more fully described later herein, the #8 tap of the trigger 828 drops at the beginning of each 8th clock pulse.

The #2 tap of the trigger 828 is connected to the #6 tap of an inverter 831 of the type shown in FIG. 40, and when the #2 tap of the trigger 828 rises, i.e., on the leading edge of each 8th clock pulse, a negative impulse is taken from the #8 tap of the tube 831, which impulse is inverted by another inverter 832 and amplified by an amplifier 833 and is taken from the #4 tap of said amplifier as a negative impulse. (The inverter 832 is disclosed in detail in FIG. 45 and the amplifier 833 is disclosed in detail in FIG. 50.) Thus, on the leading edge of each 8th clock pulse, the #4 tap of the amplifier 833 momentarily drops in potential.

The #4 tap of the amplifier 833 is connected to the #5 tap of each of three triggers 834, 835 and 836 which are connected as a ring counter in a well known manner. The triggers 834 and 836 are reset during each card feed cycle in such a way that the #6 taps thereof are initially low, and the trigger 835 is similarly reset in such a way that the #8 tap thereof is initially high, the triggers 834 and 836 having their #4 taps connected to the line 830 and the trigger 835 having its #5 tap connected to the line 830. In this way, a "1" is set in this ring counter initially, and the second impulse after reset taken from the #4 tap of the amplifier 833 lowers the potential of a line 837 connected to the #3 tap of the trigger 835 and thereafter every 3rd pulse taken from the #4 tap of the amplifier 833 controls the potential of the line 837 to drop. The triggers 834, 835 and 836 comprise a divide-by-3 counter which, along with two divide-by-5 counters to be described presently, make up the divide-by-75 counter mentioned previously.

The line 837 is connected through an amplifier 838 to the #6 tap of each of five triggers 839 through 843.
which form the first of the two divide-by-5 counters, the 
#2 tap of the trigger 843 being connected through an- 
other amplifier 844 to the #6 tap of each of five triggers 
845 through 849 which form the second aforementioned 
divide-by-5 counter. The triggers 839 through 843 and 
845 through 849 are reset in the same manner described 
above in connection with the triggers 822, 828, 839 and 
834 through 835 in such a way that the #8 taps of the 
triggers 839 and 845 are initially high and the #8 taps of 
the triggers 840 through 843 and 845 through 849 are
initially low, the #2 tap of the trigger 843 being initially 
high. Each of the divide-by-5 counters, like the 
divide-by-5 counter, is of the ring counter variety. 
Thus, it will be understood that 592 clock pulses after reset, 
the #8 tap of the trigger 849 drops in potential. Addi-
tionally, the #8 tap of the trigger 849 drops every 600 
clock pulses thereafter. As was explained earlier in the 
description, there are four records on each track of each 
disc, each record containing sufficient space to store 75 
digits, and since there are 8 bits per character each 
record contains storage space for 600 bits. Thus, without an 
additional entry, as will be explained, it will be clear 
that the #8 tap of the trigger 849 first drops in potential 
on the leading edge of the 592nd clock pulse. 
The #8 tap of the trigger 845, which is connected to the #3 
and #6 taps of a trigger 851 which, along with a trigger 
852, comprises the aforementioned divide-by-4 counter. 
The triggers 851 and 852 are reset during the card feed 
cycle immediately preceding a read-in operation, in the 
same manner that the other locator triggers are reset, 
described above, in such a way that the #3 and #7 taps, 
respectively, thereof are initially low. Each time the 
#8 tap of the trigger 849 drops in potential, trigger 851 
reverses its condition of stability, and each time the #8 
tap of the trigger 851 drops in potential, i.e., every second 
time the #8 tap of trigger 849 drops, the trigger 852 is 
controlled to reverse its condition of stability. Thus, 
the #7 tap of the trigger 852 drops in potential every 
fourth time the #8 tap of the tube 849 drops. 
The #5 taps of the triggers 851 and 852 are connected 
through the a contacts of the relays 661 and 662, re-
spectively, to --100 volts. It will be recalled that the 
relays 661 and 662 are part of the aforementioned address 
storage unit and that these relays are provided to store 
that portion of an address which defines the desired 
record. It will be recalled that the triggers 851 and 852 
are reset in such a way that the #3 and #7 taps thereof 
are initially low; however, in the event of either or both of the relays 661 and 662 changes this 
condition. It was explained hereinbefore that each track 
is divided into four sectors called records (see FIG. 7). 
For the purposes of this description, the records lying 
in the first sector to pass the transducer after the re-
ference mark are referred to as the No. 1 records, the 
records lying in the second sector being called the No. 2 
records, etc., as shown in FIG. 7, it being assumed 
that the disc shown therein is rotated in a clockwise direction. 
Thus, for example, if it is assumed that an address de-
fines a No. 3 record, both of the relays 661 and 662 
will have been momentarily energized and the #8 and 
#7 taps of the triggers 851 and 852 will be set high 
initially, thereby entering a 3 into the divide-by-4 counter 
at the start. Under these circumstances it will be seen 
that the #7 tap of trigger 852 drops potential at the 
beginning of the 7th digit of the No. 3 record, i.e., 
592 clock pulses. Thus, the #7 tap of the trigger 852 
drops at the beginning of the last digit of the selected 
one of the four records. 
The #7 tap of the trigger 852 is connected to the #3 
tap of an "and" gate 853, shown in detail in FIG. 48. 
The #5 tap of the "and" gate 853 is connected through 
the n/c a contacts of a relay 854 to +150 volts, and as 
long as the a contacts of the relay 854 are in the con-
dition shown, the "and" gate 853 is closed since the #6 
and #7 taps thereof are held down. Under these condi-
tions both halves of the gate 853 are arranged to con-
duct; however, when the relay 854 is energized, the a 
contacts thereof are opened and the tube associated 
with the #5 tap of the gate 853 is cut off. Thus, when the 
a contacts of the relay 854 are opened, the gate 853 is 
opon and a negative impulse applied to the #3 tap 
thereof passes through and is taken as a positive impulse 
from the #6 and #7 taps. 
The relay 854 (FIG. 20c) is connected between 
ground and through the circuit breaker contacts 
associated with the cam G-P1 to +50 volts. Thus, as long 
as these circuit breaker contacts are closed, the relay 854 
is energized and the gate 853 (FIG. 48) is open. As 
information is read from and into the magnetic file only 
while the punch cans are at rest, and since the circuit 
breaker contacts associated with the cam G-P1 are closed 
at this time (see FIG. 56), the gate 853 is open during 
the read-in and read-out portion of each cycle. 
When the #7 tap of the trigger 852 drops, it will be 
understood that the #6 and #7 taps of the gate 853 
rise momentarily, if the gate is open as described above. 
The #5 and #7 taps of the gate 853 are connected to 
the #9 tap of an amplifier 855 (disclosed in FIG. 50). 
Thus, when the gate 853 is open and the #7 tap of the 
trigger 851 is connected to a negative "or" gate, a nega-
tive pulse is applied to a line 856 connected to the #3 
tap of the amplifier 855. 
Referring back to FIG. 23a, it will be noted that the 
#6 tap of the Schmidt trigger 738 is connected through a 
line 857 to the #3 tap of a trigger 856 (FIG. 29), the 
#7 tap of said trigger being connected to the #3 tap of 
the inverter 851. The inverter 851 is connected as an 
"or" gate, and a positive-going impulse placed on either 
the #6 or #3 tap thereof causes the #5 and #8 taps to 
drop momentarily. It will be recalled that reference 
marks are taken from the #6 tap of the Schmidt trigger 
738 (FIG. 23c) and each such reference mark is therefore 
applied through the line 857 to the #3 tap of the trigger 
859 (FIG. 29). The #6 tap of the trigger 858 is 
connected by a line 859 to a reset circuit, to be described, 
which is arranged to drive the #6 tap negative at the 
beginning of a read cycle if the punch mechanism is ready 
to read, as will be explained later. Assuming 
that the trigger 858 has been reset, the negative-going, leading 
edge of each reference mark applied to the #3 tap thereof 
causes the potential of the #7 tap and thereby applies 
a positive pulse to the #3 tap of the "or" gate 831. 
This pulse simulates 6 clock pulses and has the effect of 
advan-
cing the pulse taken from the #3 tap of the amplifier 
855 by 8 clock pulses or one digit. The overall operation 
of the locator circuits will be explained in connection 
with the actual entry of information taken from the record 
card onto the discs. 
The #6 tap of a trigger 862 (FIG. 23a), of the type 
disclosed in FIG. 30, is connected through a line 863 
to the #4 tap of the amplifier 833 (FIG. 29). Also, the 
#3 tap of the trigger 862 (FIG. 23a) is connected through 
the line 856 to the #3 tap of the amplifier 855 (FIG. 29). 
It will be recalled that the #4 tap of the amplifier 833 
drops in potential on the leading edge of each 8th clock 
pulse, i.e., on the 8th, 16th, 24th, etc., clock pulses. 
Assuming that the information stored in the 6th column 
of the record card, i.e., the first column of data stored 
in the record card, is now to be entered into a record 
located in the zero sector of a given track of one of the 
magnetic discs, a negative impulse is applied through the 
line 856 to the #3 tap of the amplifier 833 at the 
beginning of the 75th digit of the zero record, i.e., 
after 2400--8 or 2392 clock pulses. Since the trigger 
862 is reset by disconnecting the #4 tap thereof from 
the --100 volt bias supply during each card feed cycle, 
the #7 tap thereof is initially low and the negative pulse 
applied to the #3 tap reinforces the negative impulse on 
this trigger, thereby raising the potential of the #7 tap. 
Eight clock pulses later the negative impulse taken from 
the #4 tap of the amplifier 833 (FIG. 29) and applied
to the #6 tap of the trigger 862 (FIG. 23a) reverses the condition of said trigger and causes the #7 tap thereof to go dead. The resulting positive pulse taken from the #7 tap is therefore of clock pulses duration and, since it defines the location at which the information stored in the record card is to be stored in the magnetic file, it is referred to as the "appropriate digit gate." The #7 tap of the trigger 862 is connected to the #9 tap of the gate 826. It will be recalled that the #8 tap of the gate 826 is raised, thereby opening said gate, when the track-located signal is received by the gate. Thus, as long as the #6 tap of the gate 826 is high, i.e., after the track-located signal and until the #7 tap of the gate 816 drops, as will be explained, the appropriate digit gates pass therethrough and are applied to the #3 tap of an amplifier 864 of the type shown in FIG. 44. The #3 tap of the amplifier 864 is connected to the #6 tap of the gate 824 and since the #3 tap of the amplifier 864 is high for the duration of the appropriate digit gate, the clock pulses applied to the #9 tap of the gate 824 pass therethrough during the appropriate digit gate.

It was mentioned earlier herein that the #4 tap of the gate 824 is connected through the line 798 to the amplifier 759 (FIG. 27) and it is through this line that the clock pulses reach the shift register. Thus, for the duration of each appropriate digit gate, and only during this time, one clock pulses entered into the shift register, and information stored in the shift register is shifted serially therefrom to the write amplifier by each such clock pulse generated during each appropriate digit gate.

The line 811 (FIG. 27) extends from the #8 tap of the trigger 860 to each of the control grids of a trigger 865 (FIG. 26), and each bit shifted out of the trigger 860 (FIG. 27) reverses the condition of stability of the trigger 865. Depending upon its prior condition, the plates of the trigger 865 are either high or low, and since the non-return-to-zero type of magnetic recording is utilized herein, it makes no difference what the initial condition of stability is. For example, let it be assumed that the plate of the right-hand tube is initially high and that the plate of the left-hand tube is accordingly low. It will be understood that a bit pulse reverses this condition. The plate of the right-hand tube of the trigger 865 is connected to the #3 grid of a gate tube 866, the plate of the left-hand tube of the trigger 865 being connected to the #3 grid of another tube. The plates of the gates 866 and 867 are normally low, thereby normally preventing any bit pulses from the trigger 865 from passing therethrough. However, when the control grids of the gates 866 and 867 are up, bit pulses cause one or the other of the plates of the gates 866 and 867 to drop, the particular one to drop being dependent upon the initial condition of the trigger 865. The plates of the gates 866 and 867 are connected to the control grids of two amplifiers 868 and 869, respectively, the plates of which are connected to the control grids of four cathode followers 870, 870a, 871, and 871a, substantially as shown in the drawing.

Assuming, as above, that the plate of the right-hand tube of the trigger 865 is initially high, it will be understood that the first bit applied to the control grids thereof when the gates 866 and 867 are open causes the potential of the control grids of the cathode followers 870 and 870a to drop and similarly causes the potential of the control grids of the cathode followers 871 and 871a to rise. When this occurs, the potential of the cathodes of the cathode followers 870 and 870a goes down and, also the potential of the cathodes of the cathode followers 871 and 871a goes up. The cathodes of the cathode followers 870 and 870a are connected to a line 872, the cathodes of the cathode followers 871 and 871a being connected to a line 873. As will become clear, the lines 872 and 873 are connected across the coil of one of the two data transducers when operating on the read-in mode of operation. Thus, each bit shifted from the shift register into the write amplifier while the control grids of the gates 866 and 867 are high causes the current through the lines 872 and 873 to reverse its direction, as will become clear hereinafter, thereby effecting magnetic recording of bits at the proper locations on the disc, since the shift register is under the control of the clock pulses generated by the clock track.

The potential of the control grids of the gates 866 and 867 is controlled by the potential of the #7 tap of a trigger 875 (FIG. 23a) of the type shown in FIG. 30, these control grids being connected by a line 874 to the #7 tap of the trigger 875. A relay 876 (disclosed in detail in FIG. 30), the #8 tap of which is connected to the #6 tap of the trigger 875, has its #3 tap connected through a line 877 to the #6 tap of the trigger 828 (FIG. 29). It will be recalled that the #8 tap of the trigger 828 is arranged to drop in potential at the beginning of each clock pulse reaching the locator circuits. The #8 tap of the trigger 876 (FIG. 23a) is initially low, the #6 tap thereof being connected to the #8 tap of the Schmitt trigger 735, since each clock pulse taken from the #8 tap of the Schmitt trigger 735 resets the trigger 876 in this manner. Thus, at the beginning of the 8th clock pulse generated during the appropriate digit gate the #7 tap of the trigger 876 is hit with a negative-going impulse which results in raising the potential of the #8 tap thereof, and one-half clock pulse later the #6 tap of the trigger 876 drops, thereby again reversing the condition of the trigger and lowering the potential of the #8 tap thereof.

The negative-going edge of the first shift pulse taken from the #4 tap of the amplifier 810 (FIG. 27), which tap is connected by a line 878 to the #3 tap of the trigger 875 (FIG. 23a), raises the potential of the #7 tap thereof, and the #7 tap remains high until the #8 tap of the trigger 876 drops, which occurs, as was explained above, on the negative-going edge of the 8th clock pulse applied to the #6 tap of the trigger 876 during the appropriate digit gate. Thus, it will now be clear that in the middle of the first clock pulse following the creation of the appropriate digit gate the #7 tap of the trigger 875 is raised, thereby opening each of the gates 866 and 867 (FIG. 26) to permit the bits being shifted from the shift register to pass therethrough to one of the two transducer coils, as explained earlier, and the negative-going edge of the 8th clock pulse again closes these gates.

As mentioned above, the lines 872 and 873 (FIG. 26) are connected across one of the two data transducers when using the read-in mode of operation, the particular transducer utilized in a particular case being dependent upon the disc address. The lines 872 and 873 are connected through the n/o a and b contacts, respectively, of a relay 880 and through the n/c a and b contacts, respectively, of a relay 880 to alternate sides of the winding 881 of one of the data transducers. The relay 879 is called the read-write relay and is connected between +50 volts and one side of the n/o contacts of the relay 611, the other side of these contacts being grounded. The relay 611 is energized during read-in and, therefore, the relay 879 is energized at this time. Thus, under the conditions shown, the lines 872 and 873 are connected across the winding 881 when using the read-in mode.

Energization of the relay 880 disconnects the lines 872 and 873 from across the winding 881 and connects them across the winding 852 of the second data transducer. Relay 899 is connected between ground and one side of the n/o h contacts of the relay 678, the other side of which is grounded, and since the relay 678 is of the latch type, it will be understood that after it has energized the lines 872 and 873 are connected across the winding 852. The desired disc is defined by the second and third digits of an address and is therefore stored in the relays 665 through 681 (FIG. 22a).

Each side of each of the discs is given a number, and they are numbered consecutively from 1 through n. Thus, all odd numbered disc addresses lie on the same
sides of the various discs, even numbered disc addresses being arranged to lie on the other sides of the discs. The two data transducers are arranged to straddle each of the various discs, and it should be clear that the particular transducer to be utilized is determined by the disc address, i.e., whether it is odd or even. If a disc address is odd, then the #11 relay 676 in the units column of the disc address storage relays 675 through 681 is energized and the write amplifier is connected through the lines 872 and 873 to the winding 882; however, if the disc address is even, the relay 676 is not picked up and the write amplifier is connected across the winding 881. In this way the proper data transducer is chosen.

After the information in the 6th column of the record card has been entered into the magnetic storage unit as described above, it is necessary for the card punch to go through a punch cycle to thereby advance the card to the 7th column. The end of the appropriate digit gate is utilized for this purpose since at this time the last bit of the digit stored in the 6th column has been shifted from the shift register into magnetic storage. It will be recalled that the appropriate digit gate is present on the #3 tap of the amplifier 864 (FIG. 25a). The #4 tap of the amplifier 864 is connected to the tap #1 of the gate 892. From the tap #1 thereof through a 20-millisecond resistor and the #4 tap is connected by a line 883 to the #3 tap of a single-shot multivibrator 884 (FIG. 23b) which is discussed in detail in FIG. 38. The trailing, negative-going edge of the appropriate digit gate fires the single-shot 884 which generates a 20-millisecond positive-going pulse. This pulse is taken from the #7 tap thereof and is applied to the #9 tap of a gate 855 (shown in FIG. 34). The 20-millisecond pulses generated by the single-shot 884 are referred to hereinafter as "punch commands.

During read-in, the gate 855 is maintained open to permit the passage of the punch commands since the #6 tap thereof is maintained high. The #6 tap of the gate 805 is connected to the #7 tap of a trigger 836 (shown in detail in FIG. 30), which tap is high during read-in due to the fact that the #5 tap thereof is floating, the #5 tap being connected through the n/c p contacts of the relay 611 to —100 volts and the relay 613 being picked up when the read-in mode is being utilized, as described previously.

During read-in, the punch commands generated by the single-shot 804 are taken from the #4 tap of the gate 855 as negative-going pulses. The #4 tap of the gate 855 is connected to the #5 tap of an inverter 888 (shown in detail in FIG. 49). The #7 tap of the inverter 888 is connected to the #9 tap of a gate 899 and when the gate 899 is open the negative-going punch commands passing therethrough and taken from the #4 tap thereof are applied to the #3 tap of the other half of the inverter 888. During read-in it is desired that the gate 899 be maintained open to permit the passage of the pulses therethrough, and it is for this reason that the #6 tap thereof is connected to the #2 tap of a trigger 899. During read-in the #2 tap of the trigger 899, and thus the #6 tap of the gate 899 is maintained high since the #4 tap of the trigger 899 is floating during read-in due to the energization of the relay 611 and the corresponding opening of the n/c contacts thereof. Thus, the punch commands passing through the gate 899 are taken from the #6 tap of the inverter 888 as positive pulses, which pulses are applied through a line 891 to the #5 tap of the "or" gate 743. Each punch command applied to the #5 tap of the "or" gate 743 causes the #6 tap thereof to drop, which results, as explained earlier herein, in a punch cycle. During the punch cycle, the record escapes to the next column and the information recorded in that column is read therefrom into the shift register.

It should be noted that, in addition to generating the punch command, the end of the appropriate digit gate closed the #2 tap of the inverter 824 to permit the escape from going to the shift register, and it is not until another appropriate digit gate is generated that further clock pulses go to the shift register. In this way the information entered into the shift register via the sense pins cannot be shifted out until the appropriate time which is determined by the appropriate digit gate.

Referring back to the locators circuits shown in FIG. 29, it will be recalled that it is desired to reset the trigger 853 after each digit is read from the shift register into the magnetic storage, and for this reason the #6 tap thereof is connected through the line 859 to the #4 tap of a gate 892 (FIG. 23b). The #9 tap of the gate 892 is connected to the #2 tap of the trigger 818, the #6 tap of the gate 892 being connected to the #7 tap of the inverter 888. It will be recalled that the #2 tap of trigger 818 is high from the time of the receipt of the first reference mark after the 5th column until the end of the 80th column. Thus, the #9 tap of the gate 892 is high during this period and positive pulses applied to the #6 tap thereof may be taken from the #4 tap as negative-going pulses. The punch commands generated by the single-shot multivibrator 884 which pass through the gate 865 and are inverted by the inverter 888 are taken from the #7 tap of the inverter 888 as positive pulses, and since the #7 tap of the inverter 888 is connected to the #6 tap thereof through a 20-millisecond resistor and the #4 tap is connected by a line 883 to the #3 tap of a single-shot multivibrator 884 (FIG. 23b) which is disclosed in detail in FIG. 38. The trailing, negative-going edge of the appropriate digit gate fires the single-shot 884 which generates a 20-millisecond positive-going pulse. This pulse is taken from the #7 tap thereof and is applied to the #9 tap of a gate 855 (shown in FIG. 34). The 20-millisecond pulses generated by the single-shot 884 are referred to hereinafter as "punch commands.

When a puncpseconde is initiated by a punch command, the record card is controlled first to escape to the next column, and the sense pins are thereafter controlled to sense the information in the next column and to enter it into the shift register as described previously. It is desired that successive appropriate digit gates occur 8 clock pulses earlier in the cycle and that on each successive character read from the record card to thereby generate the write gate at a time which will permit that character to be entered into successively preceding digit locations on the magnetic record. This is accomplished by entering the reference marks taken from the #6 tap of the Schmitt trigger 738 (FIG. 23a) into the divide-by-75 counter of the locators. The #6 tap of the Schmitt trigger 738 is connected through the line 857 to the #3 tap of the trigger 858 (FIG. 29). It was explained earlier that each punch command which causes the record card to escape to a successive column is arranged also to reset the trigger 858 in such a way that the #7 tap thereof is low. Thus, each reference mark applied to the #3 tap of the trigger 858 after it has been reset by a punch command raises the #7 tap thereof, and thereby enters a count into the divide-by-75 counter. This is equivalent to 8 clock pulses and will thereby cause the pulse taken from the #3 tap of the amplifier 855 to occur 8 clock pulses earlier in the next cycle, i.e., at the beginning of the next preceding digit storage position. Assuming, for example, that the 6th column of the record card has been entered into the 75th character storage position on a given record of one of the discs, the next appropriate digit gate is created at the beginning of the 74th storage position to permit the entry of the 7th column of information into this position. Successive characters are entered into successively preceding pockets in a similar manner.

It was mentioned earlier that the #5 tap of the "and" gate 853 (FIG. 29) is connected through the n/c a contacts of the relay 854 to +150 volts, and as long as the a contacts of the relay 854 are closed, it will be clear that any pulse taken from the #7 tap of the trigger 852 cannot pass therethrough, since under these conditions the #6 and #7 taps of the "and" gate 853 cannot rise. Thus, unless the relay 854 is picked up, the appropriate digit gate cannot be generated. The purpose of the a contacts of the relay 854 is to prohibit the creation of the appropriate additional clock pulse until it is determined that it is ready to proceed. It will be recalled that the relay 854 is connected between ground and the line
G-446 (FIG. 20c), and when during a punch cycle the circuit breaker contacts G-P1 (FIG. 20d) are closed, the relay 854 (FIG. 20c) is energized. The circuit breaker contacts G-P1 are controlled to again close during the last part of the punch cycle after the card has escaped to the next column, as will be seen by referring to FIG. 56. Thus, after the punch command and after the record card has advanced to the next successive column, the a contacts of the relay 854 (FIG. 29) are opened, thereby opening the "and" gate 853 to permit the passage of the pulses which are utilized to create the appropriate digit gates.

The first reference mark after the punch command causes the #7 tap of the trigger 855 to go up, thereby entering the equivalent of 8 clock pulses into the divide-by-75 counter. Further reference marks applied to the #3 tap of the trigger 858 can have no effect unless there has been a punch command to reset the trigger 858 immediately prior thereto. Thus, the locator circuit continues to try to generate the leading edge of the appropriate digit gate until the relay 854 is picked up, and it is not until this time that said gate is created. Each punch command applied to the trigger 858 causes the trigger and since each said punch command signifies that the information has been entered into magnetic storage, the reference mark next following each punch command will step the locator circuits ahead 8 clock pulses to thereby control the entry of the information from the record card into the successively preceding digit locations of the appropriate record, as is desired.

When the record card has been advanced to the 80th column by the punch command generated after the recording of the information from the 79th column in magnetic storage, the #2 program contacts G-246 (FIG. 23d) are closed due to the provision of a 2 hole in the 79th column of the program card (see FIG. 55). When the #2 program contacts are closed, +50 volts is connected through a line 893 to the #5 tap of a trigger 894 (FIG. 23e). The normal condition of the trigger 894 is such that the #7 tap thereof is low since this trigger is reset by opening the bias supply to the #5 tap thereof. Thus, when the #2 program contacts are closed, the #7 tap of the trigger 894 goes up, thereby opening a gate 895, the #9 tap of which is connected to the #7 tap of the trigger 894. When the gate 895 is open, positive pulses applied to the #6 tap thereof are taken from the #5 tap as negative pulses and are applied to the #6 and #3 taps of the triggers 815 and 818, respectively, the leading, negative-going edge of such pulses being arranged to reverse the condition of stability of these triggers for a purpose to be explained shortly. The #6 tap of the gate 895 is connected to the #6 tap of the inverter 888 (FIG. 23d) from which, it will be recalled, punch commands are taken. Thus, when the gate 895 is open, the leading edge of punch commands applied to the #8 tap thereof will reverse the condition of stability of the triggers 815 and 818 and, since the gate 895 is open only when a record card is positioned with the 80th column thereof at the sensing station, only the 80th punch command switches the aforementioned triggers.

It will be recalled that when the #7 tap of the trigger 815 goes up when the track-located signal is received, it will now be clear that it is this tap that drops when the 80th column punch command is generated. Thus, the gate 816 is open to permit the passage of reference marks therethrough only from the time that the track-located signal is received from the servo until the 80th column of the card has been read and entered into magnetic storage. The #2 tap of the trigger 815 is caused to go up by the leading edge of the first reference mark when the 80th column punch command is generated, and since the 80th punch command is arranged to reverse the condition of stability of this trigger, the #2 tap will drop at a time, thereby closing the gate 892 to prevent additional punch commands from going to the trigger 858 (FIG. 29) and also closing the gate 829 (FIG. 23e) to prevent additional clock pulses from going to the locator. Additionally, it should be noted that when the #7 tap of the trigger 816 is lowered by the 80th punch command, the #7 tap of the gate 816 is also lowered and the gate 826 is closed to prevent the creation of an inappropriate digit gate. Since the punch command associated with the 80th column of the record card is generated by the trailing edge of the appropriate digit gate associated with the 80th column, information stored in the 80th column will have been entered into magnetic storage prior to the closing of the various aforementioned gates. As taught in the aforementioned Patent No. 2,647,581, the 80th punch command causes the card to escape from the sensing station, to then be stored in the hopper, and additionally places the first column of the next record card at the pin sensing station for entry into magnetic storage in a manner similar to that described above. This completes the description of those portions of the circuits utilized for the read-in mode of operation.

In order to read out the information stored in a given record, it will be understood that it is necessary first to control the seromotor mechanism to locate the transducer adjacent the desired portion of the particular disc involved. Next, it is necessary to locate the desired record of the track and to read the information therefrom serially into the shift register. It is then necessary only to convert the information taken from the magnetic discs and stored in the shift register in binary form to the well known IBM code for controlling the card punch, and then to convert the information into a record card. To read out, the operator must supply cards to the card hopper of the punch and, while the selector switch (FIG. 25) is in the second or normal operation position 602, to release a card for registration at the punch station. The operator next moves the selector switch to the desired, one of the three read-out positions 603, 604 or 605 and then keys the address at which the desired information is located into the keyboard.

Information to be punched in a given column of a record card may be taken from any one of three places, i.e., from magnetic storage, from relay storage, or from a preceding card by autoduplication as taught in the Gardinor et al. patent. Under some conditions it may be desired to utilize information taken from all three of these places when punching a card. The #4 through #9 program contacts G-246 have been originally drawn in the Gardinor patent and have been arranged as shown in FIG. 25m, for controlling, under the direction of the program card, from which of the three sources the information to be punched in the record card is taken. The #4 and #7 program contacts G-246 are associated with the first of the three read-out modes of operation, and when operating in this read-out mode, i.e., with the selector switch in position 603, the arrangement of the punched holes in rows 4 and 7 of the program card controls the source of the information to be punched in the record card.

Referring to FIG. 25a, one side of the #4 program contacts G-246 is connected through the n/o e contacts of the relay 777 to ground, the other side of these program contacts being connected to the control grid of each of two tubes 501 and 903. Similarly, one side of the #7 program contacts is connected to ground through the e contacts of the relay 777, the other side of these program contacts being connected to the control grid of each of two tubes 903 and 904. The three read-out positions of the selector switch, i.e., positions 603, 604 and 605 (FIG. 25), determine which one of the three relays 777, 778 or 779 is energized, since these relays are provided in series between their respective selector switch taps and +50 volts. Thus, when the selector switch is in one of the positions 603, 604 or 605, the relay 777, 778 or 779 corresponding thereto is energized.

The tubes 901 through 904 are normally biased at or below cutoff, and when the control grid of one of these
tubes is grounded, it will be understood that that tube will conduct. Provided in series with the plates of the tubes 981 through 984 are relays 985 through 988, respectively, and when one of these tubes conducts its corresponding relay is energized. The contacts a through f (FIG. 20b) of the relays 985 and 987 are arranged in series between their corresponding pin contacts and interposer magnets, and either of these relays 985 or 987 is energized, the circuit between the pin contacts and their associated interposer magnets is opened. Conversely, when both of these relays are deenergized, the circuits between the pin contacts and the interposer magnets are complete and information read by the sense pins is entered into the interposer magnets. This is the case where information to be punched in the record card is taken from a preceding record card by autoduplication.

When the relay 960 is deenergized and the relay 908 is energized, the interposer magnets are connected to the output of the storage relays, as will become clear later. Additionally, as will also become clear later, the interposer magnets are connected to the output of the magnetic storage when the relay 905 is energized and the relay 908 is deenergized. If both these relays are in the same condition, i.e., if both are either energized or deenergized, neither of these sources of information is connected to the interposers. Thus, when the selector switch is in position 603, thereby energizing the relay 777, the c and d contacts of the relay 777 are transferred and one side of each of the #4 and #7 program contacts is grounded and, depending upon whether or not there are 4 punches, 7 punches, neither, or both in a given column of the program card, predetermined combinations of the various relays 905 through 908 are energized during that column. If there is a 4 punch only in a column, the relays 905 and 906 are picked up and the interposers are connected to the output of the magnetic storage. A 7 punch only results in the connection of the interposer magnets to the output of the relay storage, due to the energization of the relays 907 and 908; a 4 and 7 punch results in the interposer magnets being disconnected, thereby preventing information from being entered therein, and neither a 4 nor a 7 punch results in connecting the sense pins directly to the interposers for autoduplication.

It will now be understood that the 4 and 7 rows of the program card may be preprogrammed to control the source of information to be punched in the various columns thereof, and in a similar manner rows 5 and 8 and rows 6 and 9 may be preprogrammed with different programs to permit a selection of the desired one of the three programs by means of the selector switch. (See FIG. 55 for three exemplary programs.) Throughout the description of the read-out mode of operation, it will be assumed that the selector switch is in position 603, thereby placing the programming under the control of the 4 and 7 rows of the program card, and that there are 7 punches in the first 5 columns of the program card, as shown in FIG. 55, thereby connecting the output of the relay storage to the interposer magnets during the first 5 columns. Additionally, it will be assumed that there are 4 punches in columns 6 through 80 of the program card, thereby connecting the output of the magnetic storage to the interposer magnets during the last 75 columns. When the selector switch is in one of the positions 603, 604 or 605, the corresponding one of the three relays 777, 778 or 779 is energized. Depending upon which read-out mode is being utilized, the a contacts of one of the relays 777, 778 or 779 will be closed and the relay 775 is energized. This relay remains energized as long as the selector switch is at any one of the positions 603, 604 or 605.

Referring to FIG. 20c, it will be seen that each of the bail contacts G-351-0-0-9 inclusive is connected through a group of lines designated generally as 917 to one side of the n/o contacts b through k (FIG. 21) of the relay 775, respectively, the other side of these contacts being connected to one side of the n/o contacts c’ through l of the relay 612. The other side of the contacts 612 c’ through l’ is connected to the #7 tap of each of the ten aforementioned thyrrators 613 through 622. Thus, it will be seen that during the first 5 columns of the card, the #9 through 9 bail contacts are connected to the #7 taps of the thyrrator since at this time the relay 612 is energized and the relay 775 is energized. As explained earlier herein, the relay 612 is unplugged in the 5th column, and it is at this time that the bail contacts are disconnected from the #7 taps of the thyrrators.

It was mentioned above that when the card is registered in the punch station, i.e., when the zero column of the card is in the punching position, the operator may key in the address of the information sought. When the first number of the address is keyed in to the keyboard by depressing the proper numeric key, the corresponding bail contacts are closed, which results in the #7 tap of the appropriate thyrrator being grounded through the transferred bail contacts, through one of the lines generally indicated as 917, through the n/o contacts b through k of the relay 611, and through the n/o contacts c’ through l’ of the relay 612. Since the circuit breaker contacts 634 are closed prior to the initiation of the punch cycle, the #5 taps of the thyrrators 613 through 622 are connected to +50 volts. Consequently, the thyrrator corresponding to the depressed key is rendered conductive, thereby energizing the associated relay 623 through 632.

As described previously in connection with the description of the read-in mode of operation, the information entered into the relays 623 through 632 is recoded to binary form and is entered into the appropriate order of the address storage relays upon energization of the relay 642. It will be recalled that relay 642 is picked up when the cams 646 and 648 close their associated circuit breakers, thereby energizing the relay 644 and connecting one side of the step coil 712 and one side of the relay 652 to ground. Since each of the circuit breakers associated with the cams 646 and 648 is open prior to the initiation of the punch cycle, it will be understood that in order to enter the information from the recoding matrix into the address storage relays it is first necessary to energize the punch clutches. Since it is desired, as will be more fully explained later, to enter the complete address prior to its being punched in the card, it is necessary that there be no escapement of the card during the entry of the address and that, therefore, false punch cycles be utilized in this connection.

A group of n/o contacts 623x through 632x (FIG. 21) of the relays 623 through 632 are connected in parallel between one side of a relay 909 and one side of a current limiting resistor 910, the other side of the relay 909 being grounded and the other side of the resistor 910 being connected to +50 volts. A condenser 911 is connected from the relay contact side of the resistor 910 to ground. Prior to the closing of any of the contacts 623x through 632x, it will be understood that the condenser 911 charges to +50 volts, and when one of the relays 623 through 632 is energized, as it is when a number of an address is entered via the keyboard, its associated contacts are transferred and the relay being punched through the relay 909, thereby picking it up. The resistor 910 is sufficiently large normally to prevent the relay being picked up, and it is only during the momentary discharge of the condenser 911 that the contacts of the relay 909 are transferred.

The a contacts (FIG. 20c) of the relay 909 complete a circuit between ground and one side of the keyboard restore magnet G-352 when the relay 909 is energized, and when the keyboard restore magnet is energized the keyboard is reset for the entry of another digit, as explained in the patent. Thus, when a key is depressed, the associated thyrrator is fired, thereby energizing the appropriate relay 623 through 632. As soon as this relay picks up, the relay 909 is momentarily energized, thereby resetting the keyboard.
Referring to Fig. 22b, energization of the relay 909 also closes its b contacts, and since the relay 775 is always energized on read-out, it will be seen that a circuit is momentarily completed from -100 volts through the transformer 672 to 676 of the stator, the coil of the stepping switch is energized, thereby opening the interrupter t contacts 783 and causing the rotor to advance to the next successive set of contacts. This operation is repeated until the contacts of the rotor are in engagement with row 923 (Fig. 22a) of the stator, i.e., in position #11, the "secondary home" position. The g contact of the rotor 651 is connected through g and the n/o a contacts of the relay 775 to one side of the pick coil of the relay 649, the other side of the relay 649 being connected to +50 volts. Since the relay 775 is energized during read-out, as explained above, its n contacts are closed at this time, and when the rotor of the stepping switch reaches the 11th row of contacts of the stator, the relay 649 is energized due to the grounding of one side thereof through the g contact of the rotor.

A condenser 924 (Fig. 23b) is connected between -100 volts and the #6 tap of the gate 912 through the n/o e contacts of the relay 649 and through the n/o a contacts of the relay 922. Since the a contacts of the relay 922 are closed when the keyboard operate button 929 is actuated and since the e contacts of the relay 649 are transferred when the rotor reaches its secondary home position, i.e., position #11, it will be understood that the logic pulse resulting from the discharge of the condenser 924 is applied to the #6 tap of the gate 912. As explained above, this results in a false pulse command, thereby causing the punch to go through a punch cycle without escapement. The b contacts (Fig. 22b) of the relay 922 are also opened when that relay is closed in preventing the punch cycle from causing the escapement of the rotor of the stepping switch, since the ground circuit of the coil of the stepping switch is opened.

As was mentioned earlier herein, the stator of the stepping switch (Fig. 22a) is provided with 20 rows of contacts, each row having 7 contacts, labeled a through g in the drawing. These contacts are successively engaged by the corresponding contacts a through g of the rotor.

The relays 658 through 709 were previously referred to herein as address storage relays; however, it should be noted that only the relays 658 through 689 are utilized for this purpose, the relays 690 through 709 being used for supplementary storage of data entered via the keyboard. It is for this reason that the relays 690 through 709 are referred to as the keyboard storage relays hereinafter. Supplementary information to be punched in a card may be entered via the keyboard into the address storage relays and is entered into the record card under the control of the program card, as will become clear.

The a, b, c, and d contacts of the last 10 rows of contacts of the stator, i.e., the rows 923 and rows 925 through 935, are used for read-out of the information stored in the relays 658 through 709. A relay 936 (Fig. 22b) is provided to permit the address stored in the address relays 658 through 689 (Fig. 22a) to be taken from the contacts of the rows 923 and 925 through 929 or from the contacts of the rows 929 through 935, depending upon whether or not the relay 936 is energized. Similarly, the information stored in the keyboard storage relays 690 through 709 may be taken from the contacts of the rows 929 through 933 or from the contacts of the rows 932 through 935, depending upon the condition of the relay 936.

One side of each of the n/o a contacts (Fig. 22b) of the address storage relays 658 through 689 is connected to +50 volts, the other side thereof being connected through the corresponding n/o contacts e through t of the relay 936 to the a, b, c, and d contacts of the rows 929 through 935 of the stator, as indicated in the drawing.
The transfer sides of the contacts a through t of the relay 936 are connected in a like manner to the corresponding a, b, c, and d contacts of the rows 923 and 925 through 928 of the stator. Thus, when the relay 936 is deenergized and its contacts are in the condition shown, the various contacts of the rows 929 through 933 of the stator are connected through the associated n/o contacts of the address storage relays 658 through 669 to +50 volts. When, however, the contacts of the relay 936 are transferred, the contacts of the rows 923 and 925 through 928 are connected through the associated n/o a contacts of the address storage relays 658 through 669 to +50 volts. The relay 936 is connected between +50 volts and one side of a switch 937, the other side of which is grounded, and it will therefore be understood that when the switch 937 is closed, the address information is taken from the rows 923 and 925 through 928 of the stator, the address information being taken from the rows 929 through 933 of the stator when the switch 937 is open.

The various contacts of the keyboard storage relays 650 to 709 inclusive are similarly connected between +50 volts and through the corresponding contacts a' to t' inclusive of the relay 936 to the a, b, c and d contacts of either the rows 923 and 925 through 928 or 929 through 933 of the stator, depending upon the condition of the relay 936. Thus, when the switch 937 is closed, the contacts of rows 923 and 925 to 928 inclusive are connected through the contacts of the address storage relays to +50 volts, the contacts of the rows 929 to 933 inclusive being connected through the contacts of the keyboard storage relays to +50 volts. It should be clear that when the switch 937 is open, the opposite condition exists.

When the relay 649 (FIG. 22b) is energized, as it is when the rotor of the stepping switch reaches position #11, i.e., when its contacts are in engagement with the contacts in the row 923 of the stator, the contacts a through d of the rotor are connected through the transferred contacts a to d inclusive of the relay 649 to one side of the corresponding one of four relays 940 through 943, respectively, the other side of said relays being grounded. The various contacts of these relays are arranged in a recording matrix for recording the binary coded information taken from either the address or keyboard storage relays to the well known IBM code for entry into the interposer magnets G-188 (FIG. 20b) of the punch mechanism.

Assuming now that the rotor of the stepping switch is in position #11 and that the switch 937 is closed, +50 volts is connected through the n/o a contacts of the address storage relays 658 through 662 to the corresponding coder relays 940 through 943, and those of these relays associated with relays 658 through 662 which are latched down, are picked up, thereby entering the information taken from the relays 659 through 662 into the recorder relays 940 through 943. As the rotor of the stepping switch is advanced to successive positions, successive data from successive orders of the storage relays are entered into the recorder relays 940 through 943 in a similar manner.

The recorder matrix is conventional (FIG. 22a) and need not be further described. The output of the recorder is connected through lines 944 to 953 inclusive, through the n/c contacts a through j (FIG. 28) of the relay 906, through the n/o contacts c through l of the relay 998, through the n/c contacts f through o of the relay 650 (FIG. 23a) by means of a group of interposer magnets G-188, and through the n/c contacts c through f (FIG. 20b) of the relay 609 to each of the 0 through 9 interposer magnets G-188. Thus, assuming for the moment that a 3 is stored in the first column of the address storage relays, i.e., that the relays 655 and 656 are latched down and, further, that the relay 936 is energized, the a contacts of the relays 650 and 659 are connected to the relay 936 and the relays 940 and 941 are connected across +50 volts, thereby transferring the contacts associated therewith.

The armature of the a contacts of the relay 940 is connected through the n/o b contacts of the relay 642 to ground and, upon energization of the relay 642, as described above, it will be seen that the armature of these a contacts is grounded, thereby grounding the line 947. Assuming now that the relay 906 (FIG. 25a) is in the condition shown and that the relay 908 is energized, the relays 608 and 609 being deenergized during readout, one side of the #3 interposer G-188 (FIG. 20b) is grounded, thereby entering the 3 into the interposer where it remains until it is punched into the record card during the next following punch cycle.

The above mentioned false punch command that was initiated when the t contacts (FIG. 23b) of the relay 649 were transferred energized the punch clutch magnet G-204, which resulted in a punch cycle without escapement. It is during this false punch cycle that the relay 642 (FIG. 22b) is energized, thereby closing its b contacts (FIG. 22a) and entering the information from relay storage through the recorder matrix into the interposer magnets. One side of the relay 715 (FIG. 25) is connected to +50 volts, the other side of the relay being connected through the n/o b contacts of the relay 922, through the n/c n contacts of the relay 611, through the n/o n contacts of the relay 612 and through the n/o n contacts of the circuit breaker 647 to ground. The circuit breaker 647 is closed by the action of the punch cam 648 during the interval indicated in FIG. 56, since the cam 648 is mounted on and driven by the same shaft that drives the rest of the punch cam. Thus, during the false punch cycle just described, the relay 715 is energized, and at this time the n contacts of the relay 612 are closed (these contacts are transferred during the first 5 columns) and the b contacts of the relay 922 are closed (these contacts are closed when the keyboard operate button 920 is actuated).

It will be recalled that when the relay 715 is energized, the a contacts thereof are transferred and the gate 740 (FIG. 23b) is opened to permit the passage of reference marks therethrough, which marks are utilized as punch commands, as described previously. Thus, during the false punch cycle initiated when the rotor of the stepping switch is brought to a position #11, the cam 648 closes the circuit breaker contacts 647 and, since the relays 612 and 922 are each energized at this time, the relay 715 is picked up, thereby permitting the reference marks to pass through the gate 740. As explained above, each punch cycle causes the rotor to advance one position, and also causes the card to be advanced to the next column. During each such cycle, the record card is punched with the information taken during the previous cycle from the address storage relays. Also, near the end of each cycle the information stored in the next successive column of the address storage relays is entered into the interposers for punching in the next column of the record card. The relay 612 is unlatched at the 5th column, and it will be understood that the opening of the p contacts of the relay 612 closes the gate 740 to prevent further punch commands from this source.

As described previously, the servo is controlled to position the transducers adjacent the track defined by the address when the relay 612 is deenergized, i.e., after the record card has been moved from the 5th column to the 6th column. Also, as described previously, the servo is controlled to place +50 volts on the #6 tap of the trigger 813 (FIG. 24) designated 925, if it has located the track defined by the address. This signal has been referred to as the track-located signal.

The reference marks are taken from the #7 tap of the gate 740 (FIG. 23b) and applied to the #6 tap of the gate 816 and these reference marks pass through the gate 816 to the #6 tap of the trigger 818 as long as the #9 tap of the relay 826 is connected to 656 and the gate 816 is high, thereby maintaining said gate open, from the track-located signal until the 80th column signal from the #2 program contacts, as explained in connection with the
read-in mode of operation. Thus, the #7 tap of the trigger 818 is controlled to go up by the first reference mark after the track-located signal. This will be recalled, opens the gate 820 (FIG. 23a) to permit the passage of clock pulses to the locator and additionally opens the gate 832 (FIG. 23b) to permit the passage of punch commands therethrough during the period defined by the track-located signal to 80th clock pulse interval.

When the gate 820 (FIG. 23a) is opened, the clock pulses taken from the line 821 are entered into the first stage of the locator (FIG. 29) and, depending upon the record address entered by the operator, the first pulse taken from the line 856 occurs at the beginning of the last digit position in one of the four record areas. Assuming that the information sought is stored in the third sector to pass beneath the transducer after the reference mark, i.e., the sector indicated by "1" in the drawing, the relay 661 will have been momentarily energized, thereby rendering the #8 tap of the trigger 851 of the divide-by-4 counter high initially, and after 1800-8 clock pulses, i.e., at the beginning of the last digit of the sector, a pulse taken from the #3 tap of the amplifier 855 is applied through the line 856 to the #3 tap of the trigger 862 (FIG. 23a). This creates the leading edge of the appropriate digit gate, the trailing edge being created 8 clock pulses later by the pulse taken from the #4 tap of the amplifier 833 (FIG. 29) and applied to the #6 tap of the trigger 862 (FIG. 23a). It will be recalled that the appropriate digit gate raises the #6 tap of the gate 824 and thereby permits the passage of clock pulses through said gate into the shift register.

The read amplifier (FIG. 26) is substantially identical to the clock pulse amplifier described earlier and shown in FIG. 24. The input leads 956 and 957 (FIG. 26) of the read amplifier are connected through the n/c a and b contacts respectively, of the read-write relay 879 to each side of one or the other of the two data transducers 881 or 882, which one being dependent upon the condition of the odd-even relay 850 as described earlier. Since the read-write relay 879 is deenergized on read-out, the relay 611 being picked up only on read-in, the input to the read amplifier is connected across one of the transducers 881 or 882 and determined by the disc address as described before. Thus, the signals detected by the appropriate transducer are amplified by the read amplifier and are then transferred through a line 958 as positive pulses.

The line 958 is connected to the #3 tap of a Schmitt trigger 959 (FIG. 23b), and each time the line 958 goes up, as it does when a bit is sensed, the #6 tap of the Schmitt trigger similarly rises sharply and remains up as long as the #3 tap is high. The Schmitt trigger 959 is provided to shape the bit pulses. The #6 tap of the Schmitt trigger is connected to the #9 tap of a gate 960, the output tap #4 of which is connected through an inverter 961 to the #8 tap of another gate 962. The gate 960 is open or closed depending upon whether the #6 tap thereof is high or low. The #6 tap is connected to the #7 tap of a trigger 963 which is high on read-out during the appropriate digit gate, as will now be explained. The #6 tap of trigger 965 is connected during read-out through the n/c r contacts of the relay 611 to 100 volts, and under this condition the #7 tap of the trigger 965 is high. It will be recalled that when utilizing the read-in mode of operation the relay 611 is energized, thereby transferring its r contacts and connecting 100 volts through the n/c r contacts of the #4 tap of the trigger 875. In this way the #7 tap of the trigger 965 is low during read-in. The #7 tap of the trigger 965 is connected to the #9 tap of a gate 966. It will be seen that the #6 tap of the gate 966 is connected to the #3 tap of the amplifier 864, which tap is high for the duration of the appropriate digit gate, thereby raising the #4 tap of the gate 966 for that period. Since the #4 tap of the gate 966 is high during read-out, the #4 tap thereof drops for the duration of the appropriate digit gate. The #4 tap of the gate 966 is connected through a buffer 967 to the #6 tap of the trigger 963. It will be seen that the #6 tap of the trigger 963 thereby drops in potential at the end of the appropriate digit gate.

The #3 tap of the trigger 963 is connected through a line 968 to the #4 tap of the amplifier 799 (FIG. 27) from which, it will be recalled, positive-going shift pulses are taken during the appropriate digit gate. The negative-going edge of the first shift pulse applied to the #3 tap of the trigger 963 (FIG. 23a) after the creation of the appropriate digit gate reverses the condition of stability of the trigger 963, thereby raising the potential of the #7 tap thereof. Since the #6 tap of the trigger 963 drops at the end of the appropriate digit gate, the trigger 963 is switched back to its previous condition at this time, thereby again lowering the potential of the #7 tap thereof at the end of the appropriate digit gate. As mentioned above, the #7 tap of the trigger 963 is connected to the #6 tap of the gate 960 (FIG. 23b), thereby opening the gate 960 for the duration of the appropriate digit gate to thereby permit the passage of bit pulses therethrough only during this time. It will be understood that the gate 960 is closed during read-in since at this time the r contacts (FIG. 23a) of the relay 611 are then transferred, thereby maintaining the gate 960 closed to prohibit the passage of the appropriate digit gate therethrough. When read-out, therefore, the bit pulses are applied to the #9 tap of the gate 962 and will pass therethrough only when the #6 tap thereof is high. These pulses are taken from the #4 tap thereof for use as will be described. The gate 962 is controlled by pulses applied to the #6 tap thereof, which pulses are referred to herein as "data strobe pulses."

Since discs are utilized for the magnetic recording media, it will be understood that adjacent bits recorded on an inside track are more closely spaced than are adjacent bits recorded on an outside track. This being the case, it should be clear that there is more "sloperover" of the magnetization of recorded bits into adjacent bit positions when recording on the inside tracks. In order to obtain a maximum bit density it is understandable that a rather high level of clipping is necessary. Further, since the slopover into adjacent bit positions on interiorly located tracks may add up to an excess of the clipping level in the case of very closely spaced bits, the data strobe pulse has been provided to gate the bits read from the disc only during periods which coincide very closely with bit positions to thereby permit the positive determination of the presence or absence of a bit in an ordinary bit position by looking only at the data strobe pulse. Thus, when a signal which occurs during the data strobe pulse exceeds the clipping level, there is assurance that a bit is recorded in that position, and no signal exceeding the clipping level which occurs at a time other than that time which coincides with the bit position can pass through the gate 962.

In the present embodiment the strobe is a 7-microsecond pulse which is arranged to open the gate 962 (FIG. 23a) for 3/5 microseconds on either side of the point of maximum flux density of a recorded bit. In other words, it is arranged to open the gate 962 for 7 microseconds during the period that the signal from a particular recording apparatus is at its maximum. There is a definite time lag relationship between the clock pulses which define the bit positions and a point of maximum flux density of a recorded bit, the time lag being dependent upon the particular recording apparatus being used.

The #4 tap of the amplifier 799 (FIG. 27) from which the negative-going shift pulses are taken for the duration of the appropriate digit gate is connected to the #7 tap of a single-shot multivibrator 969 (FIG. 23a) by a line 970. The single-shot 969 fires on the leading, negative-going edge of each shift pulse applied to the #7 tap thereof, and a negative-going edge of each pulse which occurs in the interval defined by the gate 962 is taken from the #9 tap and is applied through an inverter 971 to the #7 tap of another single-shot 972.
which is similar to the single-shot 969. The single-shot 972 is fired by the negative-going edge of the pulse applied to the #7 tap thereof, and when it fires, the #3 tap drops for the period defined by the time constant thereof. It will be seen that the #3 tap of the single-shot 972 is connected through an inverter 973 to the #6 tap of the gate 962. The period of the single-shot 972 is 7 microseconds, the period of the single-shot 969 being determined by the time necessary to delay the strobe after the shift pulse to permit the strobe to tap only the desired portion of each bit pulse. Each shift pulse, therefore, generates a data strobe pulse which is applied to the #5 tap of the gate 962, thereby opening the gate to permit the passage of bit pulses during the interval defined by this strobe. Thus, 7-microsecond, negative-going bit pulses are taken from the #4 tap of the gate 962.

The #4 tap of the gate 962 is connected through a line 974 to the #3 tap of the trigger 797 (FIG. 27). It will be recalled that the trigger 797 is the first stage of the shift register and, therefore, it will be understood that the bit pulses taken from magnetic storage are entered serially into the shift register, succeeding shift pulses being arranged to shift the bits to successive stages for the duration of the appropriate digit gate. The location described previously in connection with the read-in mode of operation functions in the same manner as there described to control the creation of the appropriate digit gate one digit earlier each revolution of the disc to thereby permit the succeeding preceding digits recorded thereon to be read therefrom in that order.

One digit is read into the shift register each revolution, and at the end of the appropriate digit gate the complete digit is stored in the corresponding stages of the shift register. The negative-going edge of the last shift pulse during each appropriate digit gate applied to the triggers 791 through 797 of the shift register shifts the information therefrom and into the triggers 801 through 807. When a bit is present in a trigger 801 through 807, the #7 tap thereof is low, the #7 tap being high in the absence of a bit. The #7 tap of each of the triggers 802 through 806 is connected to the #3 tap of a corresponding "and" gate 979 through 983, the #7 tap of the trigger 801 being connected to the #7 tap of an "and" gate 978. In order for the #7 taps of the "and" gates 979 through 983 to rise, it will be understood that it is necessary that a bit be stored in the corresponding trigger 802 through 806 and that the #8 taps of the associated "and" gate 979 through 983 be low since the #7 taps of these "and" gates cannot rise unless both the #3 and #8 taps are low. Similarly, the #8 tap of the "and" gate 978 cannot rise unless the #3 and #7 taps are both low.

The #7 taps of the "and" gates 979 through 983 are connected to the #7 taps of corresponding thyatrons 984 through 988, respectively, the #8 tap of the "and" gate 978 being connected to the #7 tap of a thyatron 989. The #3 tap of the "and" gate 987 is connected through a line 989 to the #4 tap of the trigger 892 (FIG. 23b), and the #8 taps of the "and" gates 979 through 983 (FIG. 27) are connected to the #4 tap of the "and" gate 978. The #4 tap of the "and" gate 978 is connected through a resistor (see FIG. 32) to the line 990. It will now be clear that when a bit is present in one of the triggers 801 through 806 the #7 tap of the thyatron with goes up when the line 990 drops. The potential of the line 990 is controlled by a signal which is called the "read-out command," generated in a manner to be described.

Several recording relays 991 through 996 are provided in series with the #9 tap of their associated thyatrons 989 and 994 through 988, and when the #7 tap of one or more of the thyatrons goes up, the corresponding relay 991 through 996 is energized, since the #5 taps of the thyatrons are connected by a line 997 through the circuit breaker contacts 634 (FIG. 21) to +50 volts. When the cam 635 controls the circuit breaker contacts 634 to open, as it does during a punch cycle, the thyatrons are extinguished and the corresponding relays de-energized.

The contacts of the relays 991 through 996 (FIG. 27) are dispersed in a matrix (FIG. 28) arranged to recode the binary information taken from magnetic storage to the well known IBM code in a well known manner, the 12 output lines 1001 through 1012 of the matrix being connected through the n/o contacts a through l of the relay 996, through the n/c contacts a through l of the relay 990, and through the n/o contacts d through o of (FIG. 20a) of the relay 608 and through the n/c contacts a through l (FIG. 20b) of the relay 609 to one side of each of the 12 interposer magnets G-188. The common side of the matrix (FIG. 28) is connected through the n/o a contacts of a relay 1013 and through the n/o d contacts of the relay 644 to ground, and when, for example, a binary coded 3 is taken from the shift register, the relays 996 and 995 are picked up, and it should be clear that the output line 1006 of the recoding matrix is connected to ground upon energization of the relay 1013 and 644.

It will be recalled that information to be punched in a given column of a record card being processed is entered into the interposer magnets during the punch cycle in which the preceding column is being punched, and since there is no information ready to be entered into the interposer magnets when the 5th column of the card is being punched, the transducer not yet being positioned by the servomechanism to read the 6th column of information from magnetic storage, it is necessary that the above described recorder, comprising the contacts of the relays 991 through 996, be disabled until the information to be entered into the 6th column is ready to be entered into the interposer magnets. This time occurs after the last digit of the address has been read from the address storage relays through the stepping switch into the interposer magnets. The recorder matrix is disabled during the first 5 columns by the provision of the pair of n/o a contacts of the relay 1013 provided in series between the common side of the matrix and the d contacts of the relay 644.

Referring now to FIG. 23b, it will be recalled that upon receipt of the first reference mark after the 5th column the #2 tap of the trigger 818 goes up to thereby create a gate from this time until the end of the 80th column, as described previously. The #2 tap of the trigger 818 is connected to the #8 tap of an amplifier 1014, the #4 tap of which is connected through the relay 1013 to +150 volts. When the #2 tap of the trigger 818 goes up, the #8 tap of the amplifier 1014 is raised sufficiently to permit it to conduct, thereby energizing the relay 1013. Thus, the a contacts (FIG. 28) of the relay 1013 are transferred for a period of time beginning with the first reference mark after the 5th column until the end of the 80th column, and in this way the zero which is inherently present in the recorder matrix is not entered into the interposer magnets while the 5th column of the record card is being punched with the 5th digit of the address.

As explained earlier herein, bit pulses taken from magnetic storage are entered into the shift register through the line 974 (FIG. 23a) connected to the #4 tap of the gate 962. These bit pulses are additionally entered through a line 980 connected to the #4 tap of the gate 962 into the bit checker trigger 886 (FIG. 23b), the line 1015 being connected to the #3 and #6 taps thereof. On read-out the p contacts of the relay 611 are closed, the relay 611 being energized only during read-in, thereby connecting the #5 tap of the trigger 886 to --100 volts. The #4 tap of the trigger 886 is connected through a line 1016 to an electronic reset switch. Thus, when the trigger 886 is reset, as it is each cycle, the #7 tap thereof is initially low, the #2 tap being initially high, and the negative-going edge of each bit pulse applied to the #6 and #3 taps reverses this condition. The poten-
tial of the #7 and #2 taps is utilized to control the gate 885 and a gate 1017, the gate 885 being termed the "oddi" gate and the gate 1017 the "even" gate.

It will be recalled that each digit entered in the magnetic-core storage unit is provided with an odd number of bits, a bit being supplied at the number odd if necessary. If an even number of bits is received for any one digit, it will be understood that there has been an error. Since the #2 tap of the trigger 886 is initially high, it will be understood that an even number of bit pulses applied to the #2 and #3 taps of this trigger will result in the #2 tap being high and the #7 tap being low at this time. When the #2 tap of the trigger 886 is high, an error has been made and this error is indicated in the following manner. The #2 tap of the trigger 886 is connected to the #9 tap of the gate 1017, the #4 tap of which is connected to one side of a neon bulb 1018, the other side of the bulb 1018 being connected to 150 volts. The #6 tap of the gate 1017 is connected to the #7 tap of the gate 885 which, it will be recalled, is resistance coupled to the #9 tap of said gate. As described earlier herein, punch commands are applied to the #9 tap of the gate 885 and therefore may be taken from the #7 tap thereof at the end of each cycle of that gate. Each punch command causes the #6 tap of the gate 1017 to go up, and if there is an error, i.e., if the #9 tap of the gate 1017 is high, the #4 tap thereof drops, thereby igniting the neon bulb 1018.

In the event of controlling the ignition of the neon bulb 1018 when there is an error, the bit checker trigger 886 is arranged to close the gate 885, since the #6 tap of the gate 885 is low at this time, and punch commands applied to the #9 tap thereof cannot pass therethrough. This prevents the resetting of the trigger 886 (FIG. 29), which in turn prevents the entry of further reference marks into the locator circuits until after the error has been corrected. This permits the incorrect data to be rescanned. Additionally, the failure of a punch command to pass through the gate 885 prevents the occurrence of a punch cycle and thereby prevents escapement of the record card. At the end of the appropriate digit gate the bit checker trigger 886 is reset and the erroneous digit is again scanned, the bits thereof again being entered into the bit checker. If an error is again detected, the procedure above indicated is repeated; however, if the digit is read correctly, the #7 tap of the bit checker trigger 886 goes up, thereby opening the gate 885 to permit the passage of punch commands therethrough as described earlier. It should be noted that an error over-ride switch 1019 is provided in series between the #5 tap of the bit checker trigger 886 and the -100 volt supply, and in the case of a repetitive error the switch 1019 may be opened to permit the machine to go on and record the remainder of the record. Opening the switch 1019 removes the bias from the #5 tap of the trigger 886 and thereby raises the potential of the #7 tap thereof.

Referring now to trigger 890, it will be seen that on read-out the #4 tap is connected through the closed q contacts of the relay 511 to -100 volts. It will be recalled that on read-in the q contacts of the relay 611 are open, thereby allowing the #4 tap of the trigger 890 to float and maintaining the #2 tap of said trigger high. When the trigger 890 is reset, as it is at the end of each cycle, the relay 611 is energized, as is the condition on read-out, the #2 tap of the trigger 896 is low. It is not until the trailing, negative-going edge of the first punch command is applied to the #6 tap thereof that the #3 tap rises, thereby opening the gate 890 to permit the passage of punch commands therethrough. When the #2 tap of the trigger 890 goes up, the #7 tap which is initially high goes down. The #7 tap of the trigger 890 is connected to the #3 tap of the single-shot multivibrator 914, and the leading negative-going edge of the pulse taken from the #7 tap of the trigger 890, which occurs on the trailing edge of the first punch command, causes the #8 tap of the single-shot 914 to drop for a period determined by the circuit constants thereof. The #8 tap of the single-shot 914 is connected to the #9 tap of the gate 912. It will be recalled that the #6 tap of the gate 912 is returned through a resistor to +150 volts, thereby maintaining this gate normally open. Since the #8 tap of the single-shot 914, and therefore the #8 tap of the gate 912, is normally high, the #5 tap of the gate 912 is normally low, and the trailing edge of the first punch command causes the #5 tap of the gate 912 to rise sharply.

As mentioned earlier herein, the #5 tap of the gate 912 is coupled to the control grid of the tube G-77 (FIG. 20d), and when the #4 tap goes up a false punch command is generated. The generation of a false punch command at this time is necessary since the d contacts (FIG. 28) of the relay 644 are not transferred until the circuit breaker contacts 647 (FIG. 25) are closed by the action of the punch cam 648, which occurs during punch cycles. Thus, the generation of the false punch command results in the energization of the relay 644 and the resultant entry of the information taken from the shift register into the interposer magnets for punching after the recorder escapement of the record card. As noted above, the information stored in the triggers 831 through 836 of the shift register (FIG. 27) is not entered into the relays 991 through 996 until the potential of the line 990 connected to the #3 tap of the "and" gate 976 drops. The line 990 is connected to the #4 tap of the gate 892 (FIG. 23b), which gate is open to permit the passage of punch commands therethrough from the first reference mark after the 5th column until the 80th column, as previously described. Thus, the first punch command after the 5th column lowers the potential of the #4 tap of the gate 892 and therefore raises the potential of the #7 tap of the thyatron 984 through 899 (FIG. 27) corresponding to triggers 891 through 896 in which bits are stored, thereby causing read-out from the shift register of the character stored therein into the recorder relays at this time. Also, at this time the punch command taken from the #6 tap of the inverter 898 (FIG. 23b) is passed through the "or" gate 743 and through the amplifier 744 to the control grid of the tube 746, thereby causing said tube to conduct, which results in the energization of the relay 747. When the relay 747 is energized, its a contacts (FIG. 20c) are closed and the control grid of the tube G-T4 is grounded, thereby rendering it inoperative and energizing the escape magnet. When the escape magnet is energized, the punch cycle is initiated and the information which was taken from the shift register and entered into the interposer magnets during the preceding false punch cycle is punched into the 6th column of the card. The next succeeding character is read from magnetic storage and is entered into the shift register during the blank punch cycle, and the next punch command applied to the control grid of the tube 745 controls the card to escape one more column and controls the punch to perforate the card in the manner determined by the identity of said character. Successive digits are entered from magnetic storage into the card in a similar manner.

As described above in connection with the read-in mode of operation, the program card is provided with a 2 hole in the 79th column, and when the 79th column of the card is punched, at which time the information for the 80th column is entered into the shift register, the program contacts relating to the #2 star when energized, thereby raising the potential of the line 893 connected to the #3 tap of the trigger 894 (FIG. 23a). When the #3 tap of the trigger 894 goes up, the #7 tap goes up, thereby opening the gate 895, and the next punch command taken from the #5 tap of the inverter 888 causes the #5 tap of the gate 895 to drop.

It will be recalled that the bit checker trigger 886 (FIG. 23b) normally maintains the gate 885 closed, and
when closed, punch commands cannot pass there through. After an odd number of bits in a given character have been sensed, however, the gate 885 is opened. Additionally, when the record card is moved to the position for punching the 80th column thereof, the information for controlling the punch selection having been entered during the previous punch cycle, all information relating to the given address has been taken from magnetic storage. This being true, it is entirely possible that no bit pulses will be applied to the #5 and #3 taps of the bit checker trigger 886 during the 80th column cycle, and the gate 885 will remain closed to prevent the reset of the punch command at this time and will thereby prevent the punch cycle necessary to punch the 80th column of the record card. For this reason a gate 1029 is provided. This gate is arranged in parallel with the gate 885 and the #7 tap thereof is connected to the line 893. Thus, when the #2 program contacts are closed, as they are when the card is moved to the 79th column position, the potential of the line 893 is raised and the gate 1020 is opened. At the end of the appropriate digit gate for the 80th column, the punch command created thereby is applied to the #6 tap of the gate 1020, the #6 tap being connected to the #7 tap of the gate 885, and is taken from the #4 tap of the gate 1020 and applied to the #5 tap of the inverter 888. In this way the punch command for the 80th column is applied to the #5 tap of the inverter 888 for use as described elsewhere herein regardless of the condition of the bit checker trigger 886.

The aforementioned electronic reset circuit (FIG. 25B) which is provided for resetting the bit checker trigger 886 comprises an inverter 1022, the #5 tap of which is connected to the #7 tap of the single-shot 884 which generated the punch commands. The inverter 1022 is shown in detail in FIG. 45, and the #7 tap thereof is connected to the #5 tap of the inverter 2023, the #7 tap of the inverter 2023 being connected to the #3 tap of a single-shot multivibrator 1024 (see FIG. 38) arranged to generate a positive, 120-microsecond pulse whenever the #3 tap thereof drops. The #3 tap of the single-shot 1024 drops for 20 milliseconds at the end of each punch command since it is at this time that the #5 tap of the inverter 1022 drops, and a positive, 120-microsecond pulse taken from the #7 tap of the single-shot 1024 is applied to the #6 tap of an inverter 1025 (see FIG. 35). When this occurs, a negative-going, 120-microsecond pulse is taken from the #8 tap of the inverter 2023 and is applied to the #6 tap of a power tube 1026. The power tube 1026 is shown in detail in FIG. 42, and it is so biased that it normally conducts. The reset line 1016, which is connected between the #4 tap of the bit checker trigger 886 and the #4 tap of the power tube 1026, is normally at -100 volts, and when a reset pulse is generated by the single-shot 1024, the power tube 1026 is cut off and the line 1016 is raised to ground potential, the negative-going, 120-microsecond pulse applied to the #6 tap of the power tube 1026 being arranged to cut off. A regulator tube 1027 (shown in detail in FIG. 39) is provided to maintain the potential of the line 1016 at -100 volts in the absence of a reset pulse, the #6 tap thereof being connected through the arm of a potentiometer 1028 to the #3 tap of the power tube 1026 and the #4 tap thereof being connected to the #6 tap of the power tube. The potentiometer is adjusted to place the potential of the line 1016 at -100 volts in the normal operating conditions, and it will be understood that if this voltage increases, i.e., becomes less negative, the #8 tap of the regulator tube will become less negative, thereby raising the potential of the #4 tap of the regulator tube 1027. When the #4 tap goes up, the #6 tap of the power tube 1026 goes up, thereby lowering the #3 tap thereof and accordingly lowering the potential on the reset line 1016. It will be seen that should the reset line 1016 go down, the #6 tap of the power tube 1026 goes down in a similar manner, thereby maintaining the reset line 1016 at the desired potential of -100 volts. Thus, the trailing edge of each punch command generated by the single-shot 884 causes the reset line 1016 to rise to ground potential thereby resetting the bit checker trigger 886 in the desired manner at this time.

The bit checker trigger is also reset whenever the selector switch 600 (FIG. 25) is moved from the off position 601 to any one of the positions 603 through 607 since the armature of the deck 606 of the selector switch 600 is connected to -100 volts and each of the positions 603 through 607 of the deck 606 of the switch is connected to the #4 tap of the inverter 1023 (FIG. 23B) by means of a line 1021. Thus, whenever the machine of the invention is turned on by moving the selector switch to any one of the positions 603 through 607 thereof, the #4 tap of the inverter 1023 drops to -100 volts and a reset pulse is generated to reset the bit checker trigger 886.

After the 80th column is punched with the information taken from magnetic storage as described, a card feed cycle is initiated in the manner taught in the aforementioned Gairdner patent, thereby releasing the punched card from the puncher and advancing the card to the punch station. During this card feed cycle the card feed cam 714 (FIG. 22a) is arranged to close the circuit breaker contacts 713 to thereby place +50 volts on one side of the relay 741, thereby latching the contacts of said relay in their transferred condition. In addition to energizing the relay 741, the closing of the circuit breaker contacts 713 energizes the latch winding 649L of the relay 649, thereby releasing its contacts a through d to assume their normal position as shown in the drawing. The latch windings of the relays 658 through 709 are represented by the numeral 711L and are connected between ground and one side of a n/c switch 1030, the other side of which is connected through the circuit breaker contacts 713 to +50 volts, and when these contacts are closed as above described, the relays 658 through 709 are unlatched unless the switch 1030 is open. The switch 1030 is provided to prevent the unlatching of the relays 658 through 709 if it is desired to maintain that information in the relays for use at another time, since when the switch 1030 is open the circuit breaker contacts 713 cannot energize their associated latch windings. It will be recollected that when the relay 741 is latched down and when the rotor 651 of the stepping switch is in a position other than its primary home position, the rotor is advanced to its primary home position, at which time the latch winding 741L (FIG. 22b) of the relay 741 is energized, thereby transferring the contacts associated therewith to their normal position.

As an additional feature of the invention, means have been provided for addressing the machine automatically to thereby permit a sequential scan of the data recorded in magnetic storage. In this way it is possible to control the machine to punch cards for all or any predetermined portion of the magnetically stored records. Referring now to FIG. 22b, five relays 1032 through 1036 are connected between a line 1037 and the corresponding e contact (FIG. 22a) of each of the rows 654, 660, 665, 670 and 671 of the stator of the stepping switch by means of conductors 1039a through 1039e, the relay 1032 being connected to the e contact of the row 654, etc. The line 1037 (FIG. 22b) is connected through the n/o a contacts of the relay 776 and through the n/c e contacts of the relay 642 to +50 volts. It will be recalled that the e contact (FIG. 22a) of the rotor 651 is connected through the n/o a contacts of the relay 921 to ground. The e contact of the rotor is additionally connected through the n/o b contacts of the relay 776 to ground. Thus, it will be understood that when the relay 776 is picked up, as it is when the selector switch is in position 607, and when the rotor 651 is in one of the first five positions of the
stepping switch, the relay 1032 through 1036 corresponding to the particular position of the rotor is picked up.

Referring now to FIG. 53a, nine 10-position switches 1040 through 1048 are provided for controlling the sequential scan operation. The settings of the switches 1040 through 1044 determine the initial addresses of those addresses to be sequentially set through 1048 being provided to determine the final address in a given scan. The machine is arranged to scan records lying in one sector only of the various discs. Only the first four taps of the switch 1044 are utilized, each of these positions defining the corresponding one of the four sectors of the discs addressed above, the punch mechanism is arranged to set up addresses sequentially, the switches 1042 and 1043 being utilized to determine the initial disc address and the switches 1040 and 1041 being utilized to determine the initial track address. In a similar manner, the switches 1047 and 1048 determine the final disc address and the switches 1045 and 1046 determine the final track address. Thus, for example, if it is desired to scan all of the No. 2 records lying between disc 22, track 22 and disc 44, track 44, the switch 1044 is set to its 2 position, the switches 1040 through 1043 are set to their 2 position, and the switches 1045 through 1048 are set to position 5, as shown in the drawing.

With the exception of the switch 1044, the switches 1049 through 1048 are arranged in pairs, as indicated in the drawing, and the corresponding contacts 0 through 9 of each pair are arranged in parallel with the associated contacts 0 through 9 of four decade counters 1059 through 1063. Additionally, the 10 contacts of each of the switches 1040 through 1048 are connected through the n/o contacts a through j (FIG. 53b) of the associated relay 1032 through 1036 to the #8 taps of the aforementioned thyristors 613 through 622, respectively (FIG. 21), by means of a group of lines designated generally by the reference numeral 1049. The armatures 1055a through 1053a (FIG. 53a) of the counters 1050 through 1053 are connected through the n/o b contacts of the relay 776 to +50 volts and, therefore, when these contacts are transferred, +50 volts is connected through the armatures of the counters 1050 through 1053 and through the contacts with which they are then in engagement to one side of the corresponding contacts a through j of the relays 1032 through 1036. Thus, when one of these relays is picked up, +50 volts is applied to the #8 tap of the thyristor 613 through 622 (FIG. 21) corresponding thereto. The thyristors 613 through 622, if it will be recalled, control the relay matrix for recording the address in binary form for entry into the address storage relays 658 through 689. These thyristors perform a similar function in connection with the sequential scan operation, each digit of the address supplied by the sequential scan mechanism being recorded by the relay matrix for entry into the address storage relays.

When it is desired to operate the machine utilizing the sequential scan mode of operation, the selector switch 600 (FIG. 25) is placed in the 7th position 607, thereby grounding one side of the relay 780 which results in the energization thereof. When the relay 780 picks up, its a contacts are transferred and the relay 776 is energized. The relay 776 remains energized throughout the sequential scan operation. Referring back to FIG. 53b, it will be seen that when the b contacts of the relay 776 are transferred and when a switch 1044 is closed, which switch is the "on-off" switch for the sequential scan mode of operation, a relay 1055 is picked up. When the relay 1055 picks up, its a contacts are transferred, thereby placing 50 volts across a relay 1056 through the circuit defined by the transferred a contacts of the relay 1055, the winding of the relay 1056, the n/c a contacts of a relay 1057 and through the a contacts of one of more of the relays 1058 through 1061 to ground. Energization of the relay 1056 transfers its a contacts, thereby completing the circuit from +50 volts through the a contacts of the relay 1056, through the winding of the relay 1057 and through the n/c a contacts of one or more of the relays 1058 through 1061 to ground. When the relay 1057 is energized, the a contacts thereof are opened, thereby opening the circuit to the relay 1056 and causing the relay 1056 to drop out. Similarly, when the a contacts of the relay 1055 return to their normal position, the relay 1057 drops out. This results in the reenergization of the relay 1056. The relays 1056 and 1057 are picked up and dropped out in this manner until the a contacts of each of the relays 1058 through 1061 are opened.

Each time the relay 1056 is energized, its b contacts are closed, thereby placing 50 volts on a line 1062 which is connected through the n/c b contacts of the relay 1056 to the relays 1058 through 1061 to one side of the winding of the corresponding counter 1059 through 1053b, the other side of each of these windings being grounded. Thus, each time the relay 1056 picks up, a 50 volt pulse is placed across the windings of the counters 1059 through 1053 corresponding to the b contacts of the relays 1058 through 1061 which are not transferred, thereby causing each such counter to advance one step. It will be understood that each of these counters is advanced in this manner until the b contacts of the relays 1058 through 1061 corresponding thereto are transferred.

The armatures of the switches 1049 through 1043 (FIG. 53a) are connected to one side of the corresponding relays 1055 through 1061 (FIG. 53b), the other side of each of these relays being grounded. When the armatures 1055a through 1053a of the various counters 1050 through 1053 are in a position corresponding to the setting of the associated switch 1040 through 1043, 50 volts is connected across the corresponding relay 1058 through 1061, thereby energizing that relay and transferring its contacts. The relays 1058 through 1061 are of the latch type and their contacts, therefore, are latched in a transferred condition upon energization thereof.

When utilizing the sequential scan mode of operation, each of the switches 1040 through 1043 is set according to the initial address in the series of addresses to be scanned. The switches 1040 and 1041 define the initial track address, the switches 1042 and 1043 define the initial disc address, and the switch 1044 defines the record to be scanned on each of the various discs. In a similar manner each of the switches 1045 through 1048 is set to the last address of the sequence to be scanned, the switches 1045 and 1046 defining the last track and the switches 1047 and 1048 defining the last disc. In accordance with the prior example, let it be assumed that it is desired to scan all of the No. 2 records from disc 22, track 22, to disc 44, track 44. In this case the switches 1040 through 1044 are positioned with their armatures in engagement with the #2 contacts thereof. Assuming that the armatures of the four decade counters 1050 through 1053 are initially in the zero position when the start switch 1054 is closed, it will be understood that the relays 1056 and 1057 are picked up and dropped out, as described above, until the armature of each of the decade counters 1050 through 1053 reaches the #2 position, at which time 50 volts is connected across each of the relays 1058 through 1061, thereby picking up said relays and latching their contacts in their transferred condition. This prevents further energization of the relays 1056 and 1057 and thereby prevents further advancement of the counters 1050 through 1053 in this manner, and at this time it will be understood that there is +50 volts on each of the lines extending from the #2 contacts of the various counters 1050 through 1053.

Assuming that the rotor of the stepping switch is in its primary home position, it will be seen that the relay 1032 (FIG. 22b) is then connected between 50 volts and ground, the relay 776 being energized during sequential scan. When the relay 1032 picks up, its contacts a through j (FIG. 53a) are transferred and a 50 volt pulse is connected through the line 1064 extending from the #2...
contact of the switch 1044 to the #8 tap of the thyatron 614 (FIG. 21), thereby entering a 2 into the address storage relays 658 and 661. (It should be noted at this time that the address is placed in the sequential scan parallel shown in FIG. 53. Since the 8 tap of the relay 614 cannot be punched in the first 5 columns of the card, although it is possible to read the information from relay storage for punching into the card in another group of columns if desired.)

It will be recalled that when one of the recorder relays 623 through 632 (FIG. 21) is energized, the relay 905 is picked up momentarily. Also, when the relay 1055 (FIG. 53) is first energized, its c contacts (FIG. 25) are transferred, and since the n contacts of the relay 612 are transferred during the first 5 columns, it will be understood that the relay 715 is energized when the circuit breaker contacts 647 are closed by the action of the cam 648. This occurs, it will be recalled, during a punch cycle. As in the case of read-in, a zero punch in the first column of the program card is provided to initiate a false punch cycle, during which the relay 715 is energized and its contacts are latched in their transferred condition. When, during the first 5 columns, the relay 715 is latched down, the gate 740 (FIG. 23b) is opened to permit reference marks to pass therethrough. Also, during this false punch cycle the rotor of the stepping switch is advanced to the next successive row in the manner previously described.

The first reference mark to pass through the gate 740 causes a full punch cycle with a corresponding displacement of the record card to the next column. Also, when the rotor of the stepping switch was advanced to the next row of the stator, the relay 1033 (FIG. 22b) was picked up and a 2 was entered into relay storage through the thyatrons as described previously. Near the end of each cycle, the rotor is controlled to advance to the next position where the next column of the address is entered into relay storage. After the fifth digit of the address is entered into relay storage in this manner, the gate 740 is again closed, the relay 612 being unlatched at this time, thereby controlling the servomechanism to locate the record defined by the address. The card is then punched according to the data taken from magnetic storage and when completed, a card feed cycle is initiated as described earlier.

During each card feed cycle the card feed cam 714 (FIG. 22a) closes its associated circuit breaker contacts 716, thereby placing 50 volts on the n/c a contacts of one or more of four relays 1075 through 1078 to one side of the winding 1050b of the decade counter 1050, thereby closing it and advancing one digit to thereby set up the address for the next track to be scanned. In the present example, the counter 1050 is advanced from a 2 to a 3, thereby advancing the track address from 22 to 23. It will be understood that during each card feed cycle, i.e., after each card has been punched with the information taken from the record scanned, the decade counter 1050 is advanced one position.

Each time the counter 1050 goes from position 9 to position 0, a carry is entered through a line 1079 and through the n/c c contacts of the relays 1060 and 1059 into the next successive counter 1051, thereby advancing it to the next position. Correlation of the relays 1050 and 1052 are similarly entered into the next successive counter.

The a contacts of the relays 1075 through 1078 are arranged in parallel, and when all of these relays have been energized, as is the case when the positions of the armatures of the counters 1050 through 1053 correspond to the punching of the switches 1060 through 1064, the windings of the counter 1050 is disconnected from the 50 volt supply, since the a contacts of the relays 1075 through 1078 are latched open. This prevents the entry of additional counts therein. The b contacts of the relays 1075 through 1078 are arranged in series between 50 volts and one side of the latch windings of the relays 1060 through 1061 and 1075 through 1078, the other side of these windings being connected to ground. Therefore, when each of the relays 1075 through 1078 has been latched down, the relay 905 is unlatched. At this time all of the No. 2 records lying between disc 22, track 22, and disc 44, track 44, have been read out and punched into the record cards. The records lying in the other sectors of the various discs may be scanned in a similar manner.

While the foregoing has been described and pointed out the fundamental novel features of the invention as applied to a preferred embodiment, it will be understood that various omissions and substitutions and changes in the form and details of the device illustrated and in its operation may be made by those skilled in the art, without departing from the spirit of the invention. It is the intention, therefore, to be limited only as indicated by the scope of the following claims.

What is claimed:

1. A random access magnetic memory device comprising a plurality of magnetic discs mounted for rotation upon a common shaft, each of said discs having a plurality of concentric recording tracks on both of its surfaces, means for continuously rotating said shaft to rotate said discs, a transducer for recording and reproducing data on said tracks, means for moving said transducer axially of said discs to selectively position said transducer between a corresponding recording track for selectively energizable upon completion of said axial positioning of said transducer to move said transducer radially between said selected discs to position said transducer adjacent a selected one of said recording tracks, and means responsive to completion of said radial positioning operation for energizing said transducer to magnetically cooperate with said selected track.

2. A random access magnetic memory device comprising a plurality of magnetic discs mounted for rotation upon a common shaft, each of said discs having a plurality of concentric recording tracks on both of its surfaces, means for continuously rotating said shaft to rotate said discs, a pair of transducers, an access arm for mounting said transducers to coact with opposite surfaces of a selected one of said discs, means for moving said transducers axially of said discs to selectively position said transducers adjacent selected ones of said discs, means for operable upon completion of said axial positioning of said transducers to move said transducers radially of said selected disc to position said transducers adjacent selected ones of said recording tracks on opposite surfaces of said selected disc, and means responsive to completion of said radial positioning operation for energizing one of said transducers to magnetically cooperate with said selected track on the selected surface of said disc.

3. A random access magnetic memory device comprising a plurality of magnetic discs mounted for rotation upon a common shaft, each of said discs having a plurality of concentric recording tracks on both of its surfaces, means for continuously rotating said shaft to rotate said discs, a transducer, means for moving said transducer axially of said discs to selectively position said transducer between a selected pair of adjacent discs, means responsive to axial positioning of said transducer from the counters 1050 through 1053, the winding of the counter 1050 is disconnected from the 50 volt supply, since the a contacts of the relays 1075 through 1078 are latched open. This prevents the entry of additional counts therein. The b contacts of the relays 1075 through 1078 are arranged in parallel, and when all of these relays have been energized, as is the case when the positions of the armatures of the counters 1050 through 1053 correspond to the punching of the switches 1060 through 1064, the windings of the counter 1050 is disconnected from the 50 volt supply, since the a contacts of the relays 1075 through 1078 are latched open. This prevents the entry of additional counts therein. The b contacts of the relays 1075 through 1078 are arranged in series between 50 volts and one side of the latch windings of the relays 1060 through 1061 and 1075 through 1078, the other side of these windings being connected to ground. Therefore, when each of the relays 1075 through 1078 has been latched down, the relay 905 is unlatched. At this time all of the No. 2 records lying between disc 22, track 22, and disc 44, track 44, have been read out and punched into the record cards. The records lying in the other sectors of the various discs may be scanned in a similar manner.

4. A random access magnetic memory device comprising a plurality of magnetic discs mounted for rotation upon a common shaft, each of said discs having a plurality of recording tracks on both of its surface, means
for continuously rotating said shaft to rotate said discs, a
transducer for recording and reproducing data on said
tracks, means for moving said transducer axially of said
discs to selectively position said transducer between a se-
lected pair of adjacent discs, means operable upon com-
pletion of said axial positioning of said transducer to move
said transducer radially between said selected discs to po-
sition said transducer adjacent a selected one of said re-
cording tracks, and means responsive to completion of
said radial positioning operation for energizing said trans-
ducer to magnetically cooperate with said selected track.
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